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In the shade- Joey Gomez of Brownsville relaxes at South Padre Island
Sunday. The scene will change next week as students flock to the sea for

March 3, 1988

Spring Break fun.

By EDWIN AGUILAR
Copy Editor
A recent nomination to the Student Government Association
attorney general's position is
meeting opposition from current
and past members of SGA.
Paul Renaud, beginning freshman student senator, said Alex
Rodriguez,thenomineeforattorney general, "may not be confirme.d."
"I've seen to it in the senate.
Most of the senators do not like
him ...he probably won't get approved," Renaud said.
Renaud charges Rodriguez
and SGA president Thelma Ramos with not following the appointive proce.dure correct!y. He
said the position was not advertised as outlined by SGA bylaws
and that it was done inappropriately.
"I just don't think Alex should
be attorney general," Renaud
said.
Yvette Quiroz,
beginning
freshman senator, said she supports Rodriguez's nomination
because he "works well with the
people in student government."
Former Attorney General
(Photo by Carbs Vasquez) Baize, though • said he did not
approve of the idea of Rodriguez
filling the vacany. "There's a
cenain quality a person has to
have to be attorney general...I
don't think he has it."
"I think the senate is doing their
job to make sure the president is
following the constitution, I applaud them for that," Baize said.

CEED applies for EdA loan fund
Plans to aid local businesses
Managing Editor

fund as borrowers pay principle,
interest and loan fees.

ing like a bank, so the corporation
had to be fonned.

The director of the Center for
Entrepreneurship and Economic
Development (CEED) has applied to the Economic Development Administration (EDA) for a
$600,000 grant to begin a revolving loan fund corporation for local businesses.

Patrick said during the last two
years the CEED has supplied
business counseling and management assistance to several area
businesses, including assisting
the business in loan applications.
He said a definite need for the
corporation exists.

Working with the corporation,
the CEED will continue to supply
business advice and help businesses fill out loan applications,
but the applications will be submitted to the corporation instead
of a bank.

Dr. Michael Patrick, CEED
director, said the Meadows Foundation granted $200,000 last
week for the non-profit Corporation for Entrepreneurship and
Economic Development.

"In at least 70 percent of the
cases it was clear what they
needed was financial assistance
to go with the management and
technical assistance," Patrick
said.

By C.M. POWELL

Patrick said he expects the
EDA 's regional director to make
a recommendation to the Washington, D.C. EDA office within
the next 30 days.
"The regional director has all
the facts," he said. "We've done
all we can."
Toe corporation will consist of
a revolving loan fund. Patrick
said money will be returned to the

operating capital loans which
local banks would not necessarily
grant.
"Operating capital is more risky
because you don't have anything
to secure it, once it's spent it's
gone," he said. "What secures
operating capital is the success of
the business."

Thecorporation'sloancomrnittee will examine the application
and make a recommendation to
the board of directors. The 13
volunteer board members will
decide the fate of the loan.

"Most banks do not like to make
operating capital loans, they like
to make fixed capital loans because then they can repossess it if
they have to and sell it and get
something back," Patrick said.

"We have developed some relationships with some outside
sources of capital, but what we
think we can do best is have a pool
ofmoneythatwecoulddirectand
compliment with monies from
commercial or other banks," he
said.

Patrick said the corporation
will "leverage" local banks, getting the banks to supply part of a
loan and the corporation providing another part. He said banks
are often willing to supply loan
money for a business to buy
equipment and machinery, but
are not as willing to supply operating capital.

Patrick said another characteristic of the corporation's loans is a
follow-up policy.

Patrick said the university is
prohibited by law from function-

Patrick said one of the goals of
the loan fund is to supply the

'They 're going to get a loan on
Monday and we 're going to be
there on Wednesday," Patrick
said. "We're not going to tell
them how to operate their business, but we're going to be there
to assist them to avoid pitfalls and
to get out of problem areas."

Ramos confirmed that Rodriguez was given keys to SGA
offices, specifically the attorney
general's office, prior to being
confirmed by the student senate.
She said she did not wait for
senate approval because her previous appointment, Wiiliam
Baize, did not have to be confirmed. Baize resigned from the
post Feb. 12.
"It was an innocent mistake,"
Ramos said.
Ramos said she and vice president Joe Flores have "stopped
lobbying for Alex."
Renaud countered by saying,
"they knew what the appointive
procedure was. They just want
him in there so badly."
Revisions approved last spring
to the SGA constitution have
changed the nominating procedure, including senate approval of
the position of attorney general.
Rodriguez, currently serving as
executive assistant to Fibres, said
he had received "no word on the
appointment." He was an associate justice prior to applying for the
position of attorney general.
· The vote on the position is expected at the next senate meeting,
March 14. Ramos said she hopes
"they (senators) are professional,
that they let their biases aside:•
Another application for the
position has been filed by Emilia
Partida, but she could not be
reached for comment.

V-P search continues
BY C.M. POWELL

Managing Editor
University officials continue
the search for a vice president for
business affairs, the office vacated Feb. 22 when President
Miguel Nevirez placed vice
president Roy Flores on paid
leave.
The search for Flores' replacement began in December 1987
when Flores officially resigned as
vice president effective Aug. 31,
1988.
Carol Rausch, administrative
assistant to the president, said
Tuesday the application process
is continuing.
"We have all the applications
in" Rausch said. "We 're reviewing applications right now, trying
to narrow it down, and hopefully

after spring break we'll be interviewing."
She said administrators are
also searching for an associate
vice president of business affairs,
a position created in August 1987
at Flores' request. An associate
vice president for academic affairs was created at the same time,
at the request of Ron Applbaum,
vice president for academic affairs.
Raush said she did not think
Flores would continue to review
applicatons for the two posts.
She said the administration
wants anew vice president "to get
him on board by June "and an
associate vice president "no later
than June."
"We're trying to do them both,"
she said.

Speaker advocates comprehension of ethnicity
By CYNTHIA GONZALEZ
Stoff Writer
The importance of ethnicit)'
needs to be understood in our
political system, a politic al scientist told students during a lecture
on campus Monday.
Dr. Rodolfo dela Garza director
·ofthecentcrforMcxican-American Studies at the University of
Texas in Austin is the first
speaker in the Science Lecture
Series sponsored by the political
science department.

"There is an increasing amount
of conversation about the importance of Latinos and MexicanAmericans," de la Garza said. He
noted the 1987 population estimates show there are 18.7 million
Latinos in the U.S. of which 11
million are of Mexican origin. Of
that figure, half are U.S. citizens
and 25 percent of those are recent
immigrants.
Because of the growing Hispanic population and the concentration areas, "Mexican-Americans have influenced the outcome

Installments due
Students paying tuition on the one-quarter and half-payment
installment plans have until 4:30 p.m. today to make their
payments at SS 115.
A $5 late fee will be added March 4, 14, and 15. A $25
reinstatement fee will be added March 16, 17, 18, and 21.
Anyone who has not paid by 4:30 p.m. March 21 will be
withdrawn from the university. To be reinstated, students must
pay the balance in full plus a $25 reinstatement fee.

of elections on the national, state
and local levels," de la Garza said.
"It is very clear they helped gef
Kennedy elected."
Mexican-Americans have
needs that affect our nation, and
policymakers should care about
minorities, but do not, de la Garza
said. The essence of what Mexican-Americans want is job creation and education, "hardly a
threat to the political process."
He also emphasized there is
little confidence in the MexicanAmericanand the reason behind it
is "we don't really understand
ethnicity and the meaning of
Mexican-American ethnicity."
"We see ethnicity as a class
variable, disguised, and we think
it'll go away eventually," he said.
"Ethnicity is only evoked in defensive and competitive situations."
Yet political science, as a discipline, has a great contribution to
make "and it could begin with
looking at the definition of Mexi-

can-American ethnicity," de la
Garza said.
De la Garza provided examples
of stereotypical beliefs surrounding Hispanics. They included
ethnicity is measured by surname
which, obviously, is no longer
applicable. Also the belief that
Mexican-Americans and those
with Spanish surnames should
behave the way Mexican-Americans should.
De la Garza stressed if ethnicity
were understood, it would be
easier to understand the American political system.
Other subjects included in the
lecture included the increasing
high school drop-out rate.
De la Garza attributed the increase to the fact most Hispanic
students come from lower-class
families. Schools, he said, are not
supportive since they aremiddleclass norm-oriented.
Students and faculty members
also had an opportunity to ask
questions after the presentation.

Jose R. Hinojosa , associate
professor of political science,
said first studying what it means
to be American will help in the
study of Mexican-Americans.
A student also asked about the
low turnout of Mexican-Americans supporting former governor
Mark White.
De la Garza explained it dealt
with education. There are more
Hispanic teachers today and
"they look forward to that."

Dr. Robert D. Wrinkle, also of
the political science department,
asked de la Garza if he thought
media coverage of racial discrimination had any affect on
decisions made by MexicanAmericans.
"Racism is alive, but no longer
legitimate," de la Garza responded. "Mexican-American
political leaders, like women and
black political leaders, have to tell

See 'Speaker' page 8

in local hospitals and physical therapy clinics.
.
Students completing the program will receive an ASSOCtate of
Applied Science degree and are then eligible to take the state
board examination.

Student flashes gun, .
shocks biology class
A student who held a realistic-looking toy water gun in his sixth
period biology class in the science auditorium #2 Feb. 23 is being
referred to the dean of students for disciplinary action.
Traffic and Security Chief Greg Salazar said the student
climbed over the seats in the row in front of him, dropi)ing what
appeared to be a 35 or 9 mm gun The student picked up the ..gun"
and put it on his lap, Salazar said.
He said the other students in the class became alanned, one
student leaving the room and calling campus security. Meanwhile, a note saying the student had a gun was circulated through
the classroom and finally made its way to the professor, who
dismissed the class, Salazar said.
He said the story ..went out on the wire" to city police departments. The water gun was later found in the student's car.
The professor of the class received a threatening phone call
about an hour after the incident.
Salazar said the unid~ntified caller left a message for the
professor with his secretary, saying the caller was "going to get;
him."
·
"I would prefer not to encourage or put this kind of thing in
somebody's mind," the professor said. "What I'm really afraid
of is a copycat....Weirdos crawl out of the walls."
"The telephone call that came after that (gun incident) would
seem to somewhat negate a prank," he added. "We don't need
those (calls) coming in and upsetting the secretaries and the
work-studies ....Another thing I want to avoid is students in the
class becoming overly upset about the situation."
Salazar said he has not yet taken action on the telephone call.
Other crimes reported in the last week include:
Feb. 23 - A case of indecent exposure was reported in which
a male subject, about 45 to 50 years old, pulled down his pants in
front of three members of the North Junior High girls' track team
at 4:40 p.m. at the track field. The man, who was reported
wearing grey warmups and an aqua T-shirt, went west from the
track field and then north to the tennis courts. Traffic and
Security was unable to locate the man.

Feb. 26 - Two chrome, 14-inch wheelbase hubcaps were
stolen between 7:30 and 10 p.m. from a 1987 Ford Econovan,
Illinois license FG-4326, parked in Lot C. The estimated value
of the hubcaps is $182.

For more infonnation on the program, contact Joe Wilkinson at
381-2291.

Application deadline set
The deadline to sign up for the Physical Therapy Assistant _
(PTA) Program is March IS.
.
Students may pick up an application folder from PrA Program ·
coordinator Joe Wilkinson or division secretaries at NE 218.
Only 16 applicants will be accepted into the program.
Applicants must meet the following pre-admission criteria:
tlffave completed a minimum of 12 semester credit hours
selected from the required prerequisite courses, including four
})ours of anatomy and physiology, with a minimum grade of "C"
in each course.
t/Demonstrate an 11th grade reading level on the Nelson
Denny Reading Test
ti Achieve a combined F.nglish and social studies score of 24 on ·
the ACT test
l(Satisfy the -~ission requirements of the university.
A personal interview with the program faculty is required.
In addition to the PrA courses, which begin June 6, the
program will also include about 600 hours of practical experience

'Ask

Larry'
Filly

·· · a.re~

finds
freedom frustratin'
Dear Larry,
I have four girlfriends, one who has been my best friend since
pre-school. 'The two other ones have been 1f.1Y close friends for
the past six years. We have always been single and fancy free.
The problem nrur is that my best. me,id met this guy who she
thinks is just wonderful. _Ngw She is always with him. The other
two girls also have boyfriends. Now I always feel uncomfortable
when we all get together as I am the only one without a boyfriend.
Last week I studied practically 23 hours a day and no one noticed
since they were all busy. Should I move into the library so I can
avoid the problem, or should I go ahead and go out with them,
_
bringing along a new guy each time?
The 23rd ,tjngle girl
Dear sln.gle,
I sympathize wlth your problem. Go on seeing all your friends
and don't worry about their feelings. After all, they didn't worry
about yours when they hitched up with their beaus. It seems your

UPB Mar. events calendar
March 16-CSN (College Satellite Network) presents a
special two-part broadcast on "Drugs: Where are We?" at the
LRC Media Theater. From noon to 1 p.m., "Facing Substance
Abuse: A Guide for Victims and Helpers." The second broadcast
will air from 2-3:30 p.m., on "Peer Pressure: From Use to Abuse."
Featured guests include Martha Quinn and David Crosby of
Crosby, Stills & Nash; Danny Goldberg, .founder of Rock
Against Drugs; Holly Robinson of "21 Jump Street"; Blair
Underwood of "L. A. Law"; and Young Artists United.
March 23-Dirty Dancing Visual Party will be held at the UC
Ballroom. A showing of "Dirty Dancing" will be at 7 p.m.
followed by a dance and dance contest A cash prize will be
awarded to the winning couple.
March 31-A campus-wide Easter Egg Hunt is scheduled.
Easter eggs will be hidden throughout the campus for students to
find. There is a limit of three eggs per student Eggs must be
turned in at UC 205 and students must present a university ID to
claim their prizes. Prizes include stuffed animals, candy, coupons and movie tickets.

problem is more than simply one of being uncomfortable,·
though. Seems to me your pitiful existence is based on a need/or
immediate and temporary corporeal fullfi/ment. Get professional help, or hang around bars a lot.
' 000
Dear Larry,
HELP! I'm not the shy type at all, but I recently began blushing
when I speak with anyone (Larry's note: see Petie, last week's
column.) Worst of all this is really messing up my social life. I
hate it! The male friends I have must get the wrong message. Is
there a way I can stop?
·
Must be nuts.
Dear nuts,
You say you only started blushing recently. You should stop
and try to figure out why. Did you have a bad experience with a
friend? Put your foot in your mouth at a party? Put someone
else's foot in your mouth? Once you discover the source of the
initial embarrassment, you should be able to cope with your
feelings. If that doesn't work, get a darker base to effectively
cover up your blushing face.

000
Dear Larry,
Just wanted to tell you I feel a lot better now because I know
why my friend didn't invite me to the wedding (Larry's note: see
Left-out Feb.11). I guess she was ashamed because she was a
couple of months pregnant at the time. Anyway, thanks for your
advice and any suggestions on what I should say to her the next
time I see her?
Left-out.
Dear left-out.
Letters like yours really make my day. I am so glad to hear I
~~ able to help,~• s what rm here for. I don't think you should _
ridicule your friend for co-starring in a shotgun wedding.
Instead, yo~ should tell her how happy you are her genes will be
passed on in the form of a small child. Then ask her to name the
baby after you.

FOR JUNIORS ONLY!
EARN AT LEAST $10,000 WHILE
COMPLETING YOUR COLLEGE DEGREE
Career Day '88--Ruben Vela, Director of Recruitment/orientation at Pan
American University, received a Certificate of Appreciation from the Texas
Army National Guards for his cooperation with their recruitment program.
The certificate was awarded March 2, Career Day. A total of 134
represent?tiv~s from varfous agencies, companies, graduate schools, and
school districts were at the fieldho~1se to talk to students about
employment opportunities.
(Photo by Joseph Kertecz)
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Gold Lance College Class Rings
starting at $299.00
2-4 Week Delivery

Wallets • ID Bracelets
Baby Jewelry • Tiaras
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S15 per person or S25 to

compare 2 charts. Call 262-4673
for

it.

Inter retation included

-

If you're a junior at Pan American University, the U.S.
Coast Guard bas a program that will help pay for your educational expenses. The Enlisted College Student Program
(ECSP) will pay you approximately $11_00 per month during

your senior year and offer you an officer's commission after
you graduate.

HOW IT WORKS:
Apply for the ECSP Program during your junior year. If you
are selected you will be guaranteed assignment to Officer
Candiate School (OCS) shortly after you graduate from Pan
American University. In the meantime you will enlist in the
regular Coast Guard following your junior year, attend basic
training for 8 weeks during the summer and draw full pay
while you attend classes during your senior year.

All Ibis while performing some of the most important and
exciting work in the country...
• Search and rescue missions
• Protecting our coastilines, waterways and
environment
• Regulating our 200-mile economic
control zone
• Stopping illegal drug smuggling

HOW TO APPLY:
If you're a junior and wish to see if you qualify for the
Coast Guard's Enlisted College Student Program, call your

local Coast Guard recruiter (see space below), or write: u.
S. Coast Guard, 2100 Second Street, SW, Washington D c
20593-0001.
' . .

ABOUT OFFICER CANIDATE SCHOOL:
After you earn your degree, you will be assigned to the next
available OCS class. The 17-week school is conducted at
Yorktown, Virginia. Upon graduation from OCS, you

.=:n

:':;:"
..:::::.~
~°;,.C:!'.:th a
starting
of least $19,000
salary

at

annually.

•

Chief Petty Officer Albright
U. S. Coast Guard Recruiting Office
800 Dolorosa St. Room 112 Washingto Sq
San Antonio, TX 78207-456()
n ·
(512) 229-5563

The Coast Guard Recruiter from San Antoni
d Offi
Programs Recruiter will at Career Day on Marco
anh 2nd. cer
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Quick look at candidates
By EDWIN AGUILAR
Copy Editor
The Texas primary, just five
days from now, is the time in
which Texans will go to the polls
to vote for their favorite Democrat or Republican presidential
candidates, hoping to launch him
into the respective party's top
nomination spot.
Following are thumbnail
sketches of the candidates and
what may be expected from them.
For the Democrats:

Michael Dukakis: Possibly
the frontrunner in the Texas
Democratic race. He is now the
governor of Massachussetts. He
turned that state's economic condition, at a record low at the time
of his inauguration, around dramatically with his "Massachussetts miracle." He promises
to do the same for the rest of the
.country. Dukakis won the New
Hampshire primary after pl2cing
;a poor third in Iowa. An interesting plank in his platform is a plan
for reducing the national deficit
by vigorously collecting unpaid

taxes.
Richard Gephardt:

Currently a memberof the House of
Representatives. Won the Iowa
caucuses, upsetting both Paul
Simon and Dukakis. Main ploy of
campaign has been to portray
himself as a feisty anti-establishment advocate, though actually
he has been entrenched in Washington dealings for some time.
Gephardt's platform contains the
idea of cutting farms subsidies to
farmers, an idea that appeared to
go over well in Iowa, an agricultural state.

Paul Simon: Simonwhennot
campaigning, spends his time in
She U.S. Senate. Finished second
jn the Iowa caucus and third in
New Hampshire. Has become
known for his bow ties. Has attempted to distance himself from
the rest oft'1e candidates by bearing the "liberal" banner. Among
other planks in platform, he hopes
10 employ everyone in the nation
by passing right-to-work laws
and other job legislation.

is hoping to cash in big on Super
Tuesday by billing himself as the
south's native son. Placed last in
Iowa after abandoning his campaign there altogether. Has recently changed cdlilpaign tactics
to include attacks on Gebhardt,
whom he considers a major rival
in the race. The future of Gore's
candidacy will be decided on
Super Tuesday.

Jesse Jackson:

The Rev.
Jesse Jackson is expected to do
well in the south. His support may
not be broad, but itis loyal, and he
is expected to play a pivotal role at
the convention. Jackson is considered by many to be the only
candidate "speaking politically"
and willing to face tough issues.
Atarallyherelastyear,hepushed
for a stronger economy and intimated an affinity for what may be
called protectionist legislation.

Gary Hart: Once theleaderot
the pack, he is now relegated to
cleaning up after it. Re-entered
the race after his "monkey business" embroglio, promising to
focus on issues and provide new_
ideas, none of which has been
clearIy defined. Has placed last in
many primaries or caucuses. He
will almostcertainlybeoutofthe
race Wednesday morning.
The Republicans have four
candidates running:

~~•~111!<1!.

Ruben Flores, a freshman biology major from Sullivan City,
was bleeding from the shoulder,
arm and back after being struck
by the tree. He was taken to the
emergency room of Edinburg
General Hospital.and later transferred to Mission Hospital.
Flores was released from Mission Hospital Feb. 19. He could
not be reacJ!ed for comment.
William Chess, physical plant
director, said the three felled trees
had the same bacterial infection
which weakened the fallen palm.

GOLD, SILVER, DIAMONDS
Buying . Selling
Edinburg Coin & Jewelry
104 South 12th
Side 0 1 Courlhousel
383-9346

~

RescarchPapers, reports, etc. Proofreading & Editing. English/
Spanish. Call 585-2838.

MARCH SPECIAL·,
2 PATOs of ThE SAME kiNd,
SpANisl, RicE, RANchERO BEANS

& 12 oz. Cob

FOR ONLY $2.29
BREAKFAST SPECIAL
Choou 2 EGG PATos of ThE SAME kiNd,
RdRiEd BEANS, Till 11 A.M. - $1.49

TRY ,EM • • • • • YOU 1LL LOVE ,EM
Now opEN ON NoRTk 1OTlt foR
fASTER SERViCE

CALL 682-1 ~76

SPECIALIZING IN HAND-MADE
FLOUR TORTILLAS ON THE
PREMISES.

All food cookEd fRnlt
dAily. NoTltiNG FROZEN!
OPEN DAILY
1 .\, OI. - 8 p.M,
SUNDAY 9 ..... - J

Joe
Bobby
Anabelle
Omar

FOR FASTER SERVICE
CALL J8J-072J
IN EDINBURG

!!I

ARE YOU LOOKING for a

March 15.
Applications take abo\J~ 4-6
weeks to be processed in Iowa
and then returned to the students.

Hansen said. "We're keeping an
eye on them."

'There will eventually be more
that we'll have to cut down also,"

"As far as I know they've (date
palms) all been inspected and
those will be checked periodically, as frequently as once a
month," Chess said. "Once it
(disease) hits a tree, it moves
rather r.y,idly."
Mark Hansen, grounds supervisor, said the date palm loses its
strength at the green top where
the bacteria strikes.
He said-another tree was taken
down Friday, not because of the
-disease but because "it had a thin
spot on the trunk."

HAIRMASTERS
15% Discount for PAU
students and faculty with ID card
383-9133
walk-ins welcome
Edinburg, Texas

2002 W. University

ACROSS fROM PAN AM

ON UNiVERSiry DRi\'E

ofa
Thrrr's a nrw car from Japan
on thr American road. Charade, by
Daihatsu. An affordablr t'ar with thr
quality and elegance of much morl'
rxprnsive can;.
Thr car is Charade. Tht>
<'ompany is Daihatau, pronounced
Di-hol;sue, a household name in
over 130 countries. In Japanese,
DAI means "Large" and HATSU
means "Enterprise." Literally,
Daihatau means Large Enterprise.
A BIG name for a GREAT company,
in business for over eighty (80) years,
since 1907.

The amazing Charadr has a
track record of performan<·e proven
around the world for over a drt'adr :

An,! now in Amrriq, Daihatsu\
Charadr ha~ an EPA rating of 38

MPG city and 42 MPG highway.*
The interior., are prrfr<'liy rnlor•·mmlinatrd.Thr quality of workmanshij> is impt'<'<·ahlr.Thr t>lt>11anl
sly in!!; of ih widr srnlpturrd hody is
stalt>-of-tht>-art in automotivt> dt>si11n.
In fact, thr critics arr alrt>ady
rt>fl'rrinl!; to Daihatsu 's Charadr a.~
thr "cla88 of il8 class,"
Gel behind thP wheel of a
Winner, at your nt>arby Daihatsu
Dralrr, today!

............

Yciu 11 think thR worl.d o//JwlwLm.

Also iN McAIIEN 1 MissioN,
BRowNnillE, WES!Aco, c\
H.t.RliNGEN

p.M.

Rattler
Hairstyling

faftmt'&
!Ba,.Gu c5h.op

FOR SPRING BREAK reservations call Yacht Club Hotel in
Port Isabel, Texas. Gateway to

She added students applying for
financial aid for the following
academic year need to have their
packets sent to Iowa no later than

"Students should start looking
into their applications for the next
academic yearrightnow, "Lopez
said.

1 PATo OR 1 ChAlupA, SpANislt RicE,
RANChERO BEANS. Sl.J~

TYPING-Languagehelp. All
papers, resumes. Retired English
teacher, 383-2066.

ROOMMATE NEEDED to
share 5 bedroom home. Will have
own room. Walking distance
from campus. About$120.00per
month for expenses. Call 5854113 for infonnation.

A Helplng Hand--- Need Analysis Clerk Irma Garza gives some
pointers to a student filling a FFS packet at a workshop. The
workshops are geared for students who have difficulty with their
applications.
(Photo by Jay Lewis)

STUDENT SPECIAL

ing circulars!
Rush self-addressed stamped envelope: Opportunity: 9016 Wilshire Blvd.,
Box #226, DEP. GO, Beverly
Hills, CA 90211.

part-time job? At Fantasyland
Skate Center a D.J. is wanted.
Outgoing personality, not afraidtospeak on a mike. Apply in person. AskforBeverly orJoe, 1001
N. Jackson, McAllen, Texas
78501.

"No, I'm not dissapointed.
We're just happy to be able to
provide whatever amount of students that come here, the necessary help, " Lopez said.
Financial Aid Assistant Director Hortencia Roble.do echoed the
same sentiment when she said
"it's important for the students to
know that we're always here to
help."

. Ualleg Wide

$10-$660 WEEKLY/up mail-

Buy Director and local Gov't.
sales. Siezed & Repo vehicles.
1-518-459-3734
Call NOW!
Ext. J6619C for directory. 24
hours.

So far the Financial Aid Office
has conducted five workshops.
The workshops have attracted
about 50 students altogether, the
offi~ reported.
Pell Grant Coordinator, Marta
Lopez, thinks the turnouts have
not been discouraging.

:Et P.RTO Mexican Food to Go

-TYPING SERVICE:

CARS $300 TRUCKS $250

Pat Robertson: The former
host of the Christian Broadcast
Networks's "The 700 Club" is
expected to fare well in the south
on SuperTuesday. Has called for
an end to tobacco fanning subsidies, as well as mandatory life
sentences for two-time drug convictions. Robertson can be best
characterized
as
the
conservative 's conservative.
Placed a surprising second in the
Iowa caucus, which he attributed
to his silent invisible anny of
supporters.

Three of 30 date palms on
campus have been removed after
the green top of one such tree
behind Emilia Hall blew down in
strong winds around noon Feb.
16, injuring a student.

Robert Dole: SenatorRobert
Dole is the main contender to

roown1own

Jack Kemp: Consideredtobe
a dark horse by many. Has not
had good showings since primaries/caucuses began. Noted by
"Time" magazine as being the
best-dressed Republican candidate. Strong economic background, though it may be all for
naught as Tuesday may likely be
his last day as a candidate.

By BENG LEONG UM
Staff Writer
The Financial Aid Office will
hold ">even more workshops to
answer student's questions about
financial aid and to help them
complete their FFS packets.
Dates for the remaining workshopsaretodayandMarch 15, 17,
22, 24, 29, and 31. They will be
heldinSS 144from4p.m.to5:30
p.m ..

3 palms removed from campus

George Bush: The current
vice president and former CIA
head is seeking to solidify his
support after a long campaign
battling challenger Bob Dole.
Bush placed third in Iowa behind
Pat Robertson and Sob Dole. He
attempts to portray himself as
both a Reagan ideologue and an
independent thinker. Has been
accused of being a wimp, a characterization which has plagued
him since he announced his candidacy. The man to beat for the
Republicans.

Albert Gore: SenatorAl Gore

deck Bush on Super Tuesday.
Ideologically, he is almost a clone
to Bush and their campaigns have
centered on mostly style rather
than substance. Considered to
have a mean streak by many analysts. Interesting plank: possibility of imposing a spending freeze
on government in order to curb
deficit woes.

Aid workshops to continue

520 E. University
Edinburg. Texas

Gall 383-9012
for Appointment
Walk-ins also Welcome

Island. 512-943-

DAIHATSu·
Ytiu'll think t!U' uor/.d ,!f.wur UaihaL1u /)paf.Rr.

Charles Clark Chevrolet, And Dalhatsu
10th & Ash St., McAllen 686-5441
20% downpoymen1 , 48 month controc1

10 101

of poymenh 17080 ~6 int po1d 111533'. 9 9 APlil, .al• pnt• \666,,4 w ;th oppt'O"ed credll
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Coastal lab
studies sea life
By SHARON DE LA GARZA
Stoff Writer
There are plenty of good reasons for going to the beach: the
surf, the sand, the sun.
But have you ever considered
going there to learn something? If
you have, then perhaps it's time to
you visited the Pan American
University Coastal Studies Laboratory on Isla Blanca County
Park.
The lab is open to the public
from 1 :30-4:30 p.m.Sunday
through Thursday with mornings
reserved to schedule group visits.
On Fridays and Saturdays the lab
is used by university students
enrolled in coastal studies classes
and by people doing research on
the coast.
The CSL has emphasized Public Education, University Education and Research of the area's
sea life since 1985, said Dr. Frank
Judd, director of the CSL.
Judd said the reason the lab is
open to the public is because, "we
are obliged through our lease
agreement with Cameron County
to be opened to public visitation
and to have displays."
The university leases the land
the lab is on for $1 a year. In
return for the special price, the
CSL is open to the public and
provides display, exhibits, and
talks on marine life of our area.
The talks, Judd said, "are generally in fouror five areas," including the ecology of South Padre
Island, the habitat of Laguna
Madre, mammals and amphibians.

-

University education at the
CSL offers students of the Valley
and other Texas universities an
opportunity to make use of our
"backyard." Visiting students
from A&M stay in a trailer given
to the CSL by an anonymous
donor from PAU.

•

Donations received by the lab
have come from general "jar"
donations and other donors with
occasional donations from Zenith
of McAllen and Tennico Oil and
Gas.
Before being renamed the
Coastal Studies Lab, it was
known as the Marine Biology
Lab.
"I argued for broadening the
scope of the lab and changing the
name to indicate that," Judd explained. The new name included
both coast and terrestrial organisms and expanded the disciplines
to include geology and perhaps
even sociology.

•

A word of warning to Spring
Breakers planning on renting
hotel rooms at South Padre Island: hotel managers will call the
police and prosecute anyone who
has damaged his hotel room.
Cathy Hawkinson, spokesperson for The Holiday Inn, said the
hotel will be checking rooms for
damage before the students check
out.
Hawkinson said damages will
be assessed and ifdamage is more

than the $50 deposit required by
each person who registers for the
room, the hotel will demand payment from the students.
She said if the students can not
pay, the hotel will notify their
parents and call the poHce. .
"We will prosecute, Hawkinson said.

..._
..........~-~""'

The Coastal Studies Laboratory bigg~ng In- Two children, Amanda and Hank Garcia of Rio Grande City, expected to be inundated by vacationing college students from around the
(Photo by Carlos Vasquez)
was established in 1973 as a play in the sand Sunday at South Padre Is and. This is perhaps the last country for the follwing three weeks.
branch of Pan American Univer- chance local youngsters will have to enjoy the shore for some time, as It is
sity at Edinburg. Known as the
CSL since 1985, the lab has concentrated on public education,
university education and research
of the coast.
·
In 1987, 3,300 additional
square feet were added to include
a semi-enclosed research space
and a flow-though seawater system.
The CSL staff consists of Dr.
Frank Judd, director, DonHackaday, Tesa Chaves, Edna Markley
and Guadalupe Vela.

Students warned
against damage
By MARY EDNA QUIROZ
Staff Writer

--~.
..

Hawkinson said during the last
few years the hotel has had to
collect little money.
"The students a;e great.
They're very conscientious,"
Hawkinson said.
Most of the damage to hotel
rooms is done by people the students meet on the beach and invite
overto the room, she added.
"That person has no financial
obligation if he breaks a lamp or
puts a hole in the wall," Hawkinson said.
Hawkinson said it is important
for students to be aware of the
people they invite to their rooms.
She said some people may rob the
students.
"Be careful about who you invite to your room. You could be
robbed of your money or jewelery," Hawkinson said.

Concerts, contests to highlight Break
By JESS SMITH
Stoff Wmer
Spring Break is upon us once again with the usual array of
concerts, contests and whamot sponsored by Budweiser, Miller,
the Pon Isabel Chamber of C_omtnerce, hotels and other organizations.
March I-Spring Break '88 Car Give-Away, sponsored by
the Port Isabel Chamber of Commerce, is a white Chrysler Le
Baron two-door turbo convertible valued at more than $18,000.
Ticket donations of $1 will be accepted through April 10. The
drawing will be held at the Mall at Sunchase at noon on April 10.
The winner need not be present.
March 2-The Holiday Inn, Hilton and Sheraton Beach
Resorts will have schedules available of each resort's Spring
Break activities.

March 7-April 1-At the Sheraton-a beach party every
day from 10 a.m.-7 p.m. with a D.J., outside bar, fajitas, tug-ofwar at 1 p.m., a beachside grill and at 9:30 p.m. a Mr. Hunk
contest. At 11 p.m. there will be a T-Shirt contest (wet T-Shirt,
but they're not allowed to say it.) "Sheraton dollars" can be won
at all the contests and can be spent on Sheraton supplies.
The Hilton will have KRIX live remotes, Coppenone volleyball, an electric surfboard (like a mechanical bull), live entertainment, and a St. Patrick's Day party that starts at 9 p.m. in the bar.
The Holiday will be having limbo contests, T-Shirt contests,
and live bands March 14, 15, and 16 by the pool.

March 8-The Laguna Madre Museum/Miller Welcome
Center will be open daily from 11 a.m.-4 p.m. through March 20.
Spring Breakers can call home for free and trade cans and bottles
for Spring Break gear.
March 9-The Bud Beach Club opens and will operate daily
11 a.m.-4 p.m. until March 19. Services will include: phone

home program that allows students to call anywhere in the
continental U.S. for three minutes, beachfront; Can exchange
program, Padre Blvd.; Know when to say when" seminars,
beachfront; "The buddy System," seminars emphasizing watching out for yourself and your friends when drinking, beachfront;
Bud Glazer Tag (lazer tag with squirt guns), beachfront; Spuds
MacKenzie Inflatable, beachfront; Air guitar contest,
beachfront; Bud Light Jam Sessions (students can record themselves and their friends singing the latest hits), beachfront

March 11-''No Glass on the Beach Campaign" - Kicker,
Rock, and Chicano dances; singing contests and other games, 18 p.m., Civic Center, Isla Blanca Park, South Padre.
"Expo CarrJval" through April 3, excluding concert days, at
Isla Blanca Parle.
Bonfire beginning at 8 p.m. just north of the pavilion with
)
.,.
entertainment by local bands.
'
March 12-Lite Beer Volleyball 8 a.m.-5 p.m. Summit
Condos, with an unannounced Lite celebrity.
Beauty contest with a 1st prize of $500 after the volleyball 1;
games
:
March 13-Lite Beer Volleyball 8 a.m.-5 p.m., with awards ;
afterwards.
:
Port Isabel Spring Break '88 Olympics, sponsored by Port ;
Isabel Merchants Association (PIMA), 10 a.m.-5 p.m.• Tarpon :
Stadium. Events to include: Frisbee Throw, 1-2 p.m.; 50 yard :
dash, 2-3 p.m.; Slowest Bicycle Race, 3-4 p.m.; Obstacle Course
Race, 4-5 p.m. Register from 10 a.m.-1 p.m.
:
Miss Lite Bathing Beauty Contest, 1 p.m.
•
March 14-The "Padre's Party" - Christian Concert,
Margaret Becker, White Cross, Surfside Wimess and Paul ,..
Smith, Isla Blanca Park, 12-4 p.m.
:
March 15-Miller Concert - Eddie Money and Georgia 11
Satellites, Isla Blanca Park, 12-4 p.m.
:
t
March 16-Port Isabel Spring Break '88 Olympics (PIMA), •
10 a.m. to 5 p.m., Queens Point Marina, Port Isabel. To include: •
Inflatable Boat Relay, 10-11 a.m.; Free Throw, 11 a.m.-noon;
King of the Float, 12-1 p.m.; Rope Walk, 2-3 p.m.; Burping /
Chug-a-Lug, 3-4 p.m.; Mullet Race Relay, 4-5 p.m.

I?

:
1

.-

March 17-Bud Concert - Richard Marx and Triumph, Isla
Blanca Park 12-4 p.m.
March 18-Port Isabel Spring Break ' 88 Olympics (sponsor:
10 a.m.-5 p.m., Tarpon Gym and Stadium, Port Isabel.
PIMA),
1
To include: Basketball Tournament (gym), 10-11 a.m.; 50 Yard
Leg Balloon Relay, 11 a.m.-noon; lunch, noon; 50 Yard Dash,
1-2 p.m.; Slowest Bicycle Race, 2-3 p.m.; Obstacle Course Race,
3-4 p.m.; Tug of War, 4-5 p.m. Awards 5 p.m.
March 19-Bonfire beginning at 8 p.m. just north of the
pavilion with entertainment by local bands.
March 22-Virginia Slims Fun Fest presents "Expose",
Charlie's Pai.dise Bar, 10:30 p.m. $6 - $4 per person to anyone
with a Sheraton button. 1988 Corvette Give-Away (for more
infp call 761-4995).

Students to conduct survey
during Padre Island Break
By MARY EDNA QUIROZ
StaffWrtter
While Spring Break may be
your time to relax and soak up
the rays at South Padre Island,
44 PAU-Brownsvilk students
will be out at the island interviewing Spring Breakers the last
three weeks of March.
Their research is pan of a survey being done by four PAU
professors in cooperation with
the city of Port Isabel, the South
Padre Island Tourist Bureau and
the Cameron County Park System.

Baking ln_tha sun-A woman ·catches some rays• Sunday at South Padre Island, a few days before college
revellers hit the beaches for almost a month of general lunacy. Most U.S. universities hold their Spring Break in
March sending students spilling out to popular vacation areas.
(Photo by Carlos Vasquez)

The four professors working
on the survey are Dr. Joe Binder,
Dr. Bill Wilkinson, Dr. Bill
Thompson and Chris Clearman.
The group has already interviewed several hundred Canadian students who had their
Spring Break during the last two
weeks of February.

"We've had a good, healthy
response rate," Clearman said,
adding they planned to interview
about 800 more students.
Clearman said the interview
will include asking the students
what university they are from to
find the source of the island's
customer base.
The survey will also ask the
students if they are have encountered any problems and a list of
"gripes and grievances" will be
compiled.
In the past, several deans from
Texas universities have expressed concerns that girls were
not safe and wanted detailed
facts on whether there were
dangers and risks involved in
attending Spring Break at South
Padre Island.
Clearman said the deans were
pleased to see so much effort had
beeq taken to see Spring Break

was as safe as possible.
"They're satisfied there is no
extreme danager in attending
Spring Break, but there are problem,s encountered anytime
you ve got 150,000 students
anywhere at the same time,"
Oearman said.
The survey will also identify
the number of high school students out on the beach, when
they should be in school.
Clearn:ian. said many local
school d1stncts have complained
of low attendance during Spring
Break, especially on concert
dates.
"It's become a problem for the
schools," Clearman said, adding
the survey will see what percent~ge ~f ~e Spring Break popula-'·
tion 1s m high school.
The survey results will be released sometime after Easter to
anyone requesting a copy.
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Valley youths to perform
Keith Brion will be conducting the Valley Honor's Band Friday
at 7:30 p.m. in the Fine Arts Auditorium as they perform a
"Marching Along Sousa," one of many pieces nationally conducted by Brion.
Concert selections such as the "William Tell Overture" by
Rossini and Tchaikovsky's "Fourth Symphony" may be expected along with Sousa rarities.
The Valley Honor's Band consists of qualified high school
members of the Texas All-State Band and Valley band directors.
Admission to the concert is free.

pne-man show to open

'Cry' may dawn
on U.S. charts

Students, faculty and staff will be admitted free and may bring
a guest to the preview performances at 8 p.m. March 15 and 16.
Public performances are March 17, 18 and 19 at 8 p.m. and March
29 at 2 p.m. Admission is $8 for the public and free with PAU ID
if space permits.

But Cry Betore Dawn is notjust
ridingonthecoattailsofU2. With
the release of their latest album,
"Crimes Of Conscience," they
establish theirown unique sound.
The main attraction of "Crime
Of Conscience" is its simplicity.
Rather than relying on sophisticated electronic hardware, Cry
Before Dawn sticks to a basic setup: acoustic and electric guitars,
bass, and percussion.

By PAN FILO GARCIA
Staff Writer

Art students to sell crafts
PAU art student Vicente Garcia and other Valley artists/
artisans will sell their wares and demonstrate their crafts at the
Borderfest celebration at the Hidalgo City Pavilion.
Demonstrations, which will include pottery-making, will be
held in the "Crafts in Action" booth Saturday and Sunday from
noon to 9 p.m. Works by Garcia and others will be on sale.
Admission is $3 for adults and $1 for children.
,

( . R+NES Of
O M S Ct f U C f l

J
New York actor and concert singer Steve Kimbrough will bring
his one-man musical play "Sweet Singer" to the University
Theatre March 17-20.
The play chronicles the life of Charles Wesley, founder of the
Methodist movement. It takes place during the last years of the
Seven Years' War in England, when Wesley was separated from
his family. Experiences from Wesley's life are relived as he
attempts to write what he thinks may be a final letter to his
children.

Crimes Of ConscienceCry Before Dawn (Epic)

***1/2
With the growing popularity of

U2, the U.S. market has become
more open to Irish bands. Another
band that may have have a chance
of making it here is the Irish quartet, Cry Before Dawn.

The result is music that is not
too flashy, that comes from the
heart and makes you feel at home.
One reason for the LP' s unique
sound is the use of uilleann pipes,
which produces a sound similar to
that of the recorder. The pipes are
used, but not overused, on "Girls
In The Ghetto," "Tender Years,"
"Gone Forever," and "White
Strand."
On "Second Sight" the uilleann
pipes successfully carry the melody, proving that rock bands do
not have to live by electric guitar
alone.
All the tracks on "Crimes'.' display the band's solid rhythmic
foundation in the bass playing of
Vinnie Doyle and the drumming
of Pat Haynes. Both musicians
give "Crimes" a fuller sound than
many larger-piece bands.
Guitarist Tony Hall pulls off
some good electric guitar work.on
the album, being careful not to
overshadow the other instruments.

,, Mom says the

house just isn'.t the
same without me,
even though itS
a lot cleaner.,,

Brendan Wade does an
adequate job on vocals, but more
than makes up for it with his
acoustic guitar work that interplays well with Hall's electric
guitar. Wade also handles the
uilleann pipe works, which is a
job in itself.
While none of the cuts are liable
to be chart-topping singles, the
songs on "Crimes" are consistently good, a feat apparently difficult for a lot of bands today.
Perhaps the best thing about the
music of Cry Before Dawn is that
it holds up in different kinds of
listening situations. It's good to
just sit down and listen to, but it
also works great as ambient music, just to kill the silence.
"Crimes Of Conscience" demonstrates the talent of this Irish
band. Given time to grow, the
band just might hit the top of the
U.S. charts if America's youth
opens its ears to Cry Before
Dawn.

ALMA'S
'His
-nHers'
422 1/2 E. University

Just because your Mom is far
away, doesn't mean you can't be
close. You can still share the love
and laughter on AT&T Long
Distance Seivice.
It costs less than you think to
hear that she likes the peace and
quiet, but she misses you. So go
ahead, give your Mom a call. You
can clean your room later. Reach
out and touch someone~

Edinburg

383-9035

~Hen Jl;foraI
b~ I@ett~, ~nc.

AT&T

The right choice.

Send the Birthday Party
Bouquet from FTD®
1320 N . CLOSNER
EDINBURG, TEXAS

'

~
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Things sacred and profane

Flynt lesser
of two evils

~Sitt Ma1T~

~Pc~i)
Y.all choo~e carefulfy
'C,Ul. #tis <,o~~t

·will aftect the
owt~ome. gf the
whole race, okay?

THE suit by the Rev. Jerry Falwell against "Hustler"
~ublisher Larry Flynt the Supreme Court decided last

.I.

week was a legal showdown in which no clear dividing line
between the good guys and the bad guys existed.
After all, what did you have to pick from? A mind-raping
pornographer, a man whose sole claim to fame was the sheer
decadence of his sensibilities?
Or, some say a lot worse, a hardcore fundamentalist minister, a self-styled spokesman for God, whose view of reality
declared all human beings-except the obvious Falwell
clones-unworthy of life in this or any world?
In the landmark suit Falwell claimed "emotional distress"
resulting from a "Hustler" parody ad that portrayed him as a
sloppy drunk guilty of having an incestuous relationship with
his mother in an outhouse.
A Virginia jury awarded Falwell $200,000 in damages
before Flynt took the case to the Supreme Court.
The court overturned the ruling because the "Hustler" ad
was presented as parody, not as truth, and therefore could not
be considered libelous. Many see the decision as a major
victory for (or at least a strong reaffirment of) the protection of
First Amendment rights.
What makes the ruling truly remarkable is the conservative
makeup of the Renquist court. In today's right-wing, fundamentalist environment, the court's decision was undoubtedly
a tough one.
Moreover, defending the rights of Flynt, the self-proclaimed
"King of Sleaze," under any circumstances would be something even the most broad-minded person would struggle to
mentally justify.
.
Nevertheless they ignored the tasteless, disgusting content of
the "Hustler" parody and upheld the Constitution, knowing
such abuses of the press must be tolerated if the press is to
remain free.
The court knew the ultimate obscenity would have been to
rule in favor of Falwell, which would have set a precedent
thereby allowing one person to decide for the rest of us what is
or is not fit to print.

~ii& titi•
"The Pan American" welcomes reader input from students,
faculty and university staff members in the "Reader's Voice"
letters column.
"Reader's Voice" exists as a forum to freely express ideas,
views. Qrievances and other matters readers may wish to share.
LETTER GUIDELINES:
•The deadline for submitting letters is noon the Monday prior
to publication.
•All letters must be signed and include the writer's major,
classification or job title. The writer's address and telephone
number must also be included for verification. Letters without
the writer's signature will not be published. Names may be
withheld upon request.
•Letters should be typed, double-spaced and not exceed 250
words (about a page) in length.
•All letters will run as is, without corrections by the editor.
Letter writers must clean up their own spelling and grammatical
errors. "The Pan American," however, reserves the right to
edit letters for libelous statements.
•Letters may be submitted at the Student Publications Office,
Emilia Hall 100.

Cartoon

February 18, 1988.
Even though the drawing does
not specifically state in any way
that it was done in regards to the
incident last Tuesday. February
16, I feel that it was done out of
poor taste.
To me, this is an indication

criticized
To the Editor:
This letter is in response to the
drawing done by Eliud Cabrera,
Staff Artist/Production assistant,
on page four in "The Pan
American" oflast week-

See 'Reader's Voice' page 8
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The typical Valley person
U

SING stereotypes to classify people under broad, often
unflattering categories is a practice almost everyone deplores. Yet no one really seems to want to get rid of them.
The stereotype; you might say.,. is·fhe unthinking man's friend.
It makes life so much simpler. He doesn't have to look twice at
anything because he already has it down to a nice, neat formulanever mind if the formula is or never has been especially accurate.
The flipside of stereotypes, however, is that they can be a lot of
fun. It's a way you can focus in on a single grain of truth and blow
it up to billboard size. And even though the image is grotesquely
distorted, much of the original truth remains intact.
Revealing that funhouse version of the truth is the purpose of
the following collection of shameless stereotypes and unqualified fabrications about the typical person who lives in the Rio
Gran<te Valley:
tThe typical Valley person hates the Valley but probably won't
ever leave. And if he ever does leave, he '11 be back inside of six
months and never stop bitching about it.
tThe typical Valley person is genuinely ashamed of the amount
of cheap alcohol from Mexico he consumed last weekend.
Chances are, though, this weekend he '11 drink twice as much.
tThe typical Valley person owns at least one car that doesn't
run.
tThe typical Valley person is a finn believer in God, country,
and the American way, except when any of the above interfere
with his interests in drugs, sex, and money.
tThe typical Valley person is extremely cautious about experimenting with new illicit street drugs. He will wait until the death
count s<;>ars before he tries any of them.
tThe typical Valley person will admit to knowing just about
everything about anything, if you pin him down.
tThe typical Valley person is convinced all winter visitors are
nasty bigots who believe all Valley people are gullible rubes. The
reverse is actually true.

tToe typical Valley person believes he peaked during high
school and will bore you for hours telling you what a has-been he
is.
tThe typical Valley person desperately wants to be praised for ;
talents, abilities and personal qualities he does not possess.
tThe typical Valley person has already spent the $10 million
he's going to win from the Publishers Gearing House Sweepstakes.
tThe typical Valley person once sold his soul to the devil but "
can't remember what he got for it.
~

(

Between the Lines
By RANDY KLUTTS

Editor
tThe typical Valley person believes that on the eighth day God
created Bingo.
tThe typical Valley person, in a previous life, once offended ,
Shirley MacLaine at a dinner party with his atrocious table •
manners.
tThe typical Valley person believes the solution to world
hunger is a midnight snack.
tThe typical Valley person believes his ship will come in just
about the same time he gets tired of his wife or girlfriend and can
then afford to trade her in on a new model.
tToe typical Valley person sometimes, though not too often,
wishes other people were half as interesting as he is.
tThe typical Valley person never wonders why no one ever :
returns his calls.
tThe typical Valley person is not satisfied with being his own
v,orst enemy. He wants to do the same for others.

Little people, ·nttle battles·

I

T'S tough to say what the Student Government Associa
tion means to the average student on this campus. Some
think the group represents the students in their fight for rights.
Others think it is just a clique that hangs around on the third floor
of the University Center.
What I consider to be the best characterization of student
government came from the mouth of a student senator Tuesday.
All they do up there, he told me, is "waste their time with their
little battles."

Column a la mode
By EDWIN AGUILAR
Copy Editor

Seng Leong Um :
Panfilo Garcia .,,'
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That tenn, little battles, sums up the essence of student govern. mcnt. The members of that august body spend too much time
bickering about the little things, while overlooking the big issues.
The aforementioned senator seemed genuinely aggravated the
executive branch of SGA (president, vice president and attorney
general) were so obsessed with implementing unimportant
changes that do not affect the average student, rather than going
after some of the meaty issues that could possibly benefit everyone campus.
I was shocked to hear from the senator that SGA leaders discuss
strategy on "taking back" control of the student newspaper, but
are loathe to discuss the possibility of trying to increase hours at
the library.
It is even more shocking when one considers that sources
within student government _have infonned me the main impetus
behind SGA's publication strategy is "burning" Dean of Students
Judy Vinson for being instrumental in having their precious

constitution changed on them. (She recommended to the Board
of Regents that a change be made in one passage of the document
after it had been approved by the student body.)
The senator also expressed dissatisfaction at the amount of time
SGA spends trying to iron out structural problems. Its current.
problem trying to get an attorney general nominated and approved is a good case in point. The senator noted even his
appointment procedure had been mishandled, thus forcing him to
run for the office.
And so my mind flashes back to that troubling tenn "little
battles." The words keep rushing to the front of my mind and I
can only come to one conclusion. Even when SGA has confronted tough issues, such as the athletics problem of a few
semester back, it has, at best, amounted to little battles.
Which brings me back to the SGNPublications rift. Why is
SGA so bothered by what we do over here? Regardless of their
reasons, it s_eems to me they are not convincing enough to justify
them spe~dmg so much of the student's time pursuing the issue.
I would hke, to see SGA work on more pressing problems.
As was pointed o~t in their newsletter "SGA Today," there is
a ~al. need for _the library to be open m_ore hours than it is now.
This 1s somethmg SGA could really sink their claws into b t
they'll have to pull them out of our backs first.
' u
An_other iss~e, als~ mentioned in the newsletter, is the lack of
evenmg _tutonal services. _Am I the only person on the campus
who noticed the answer given by Sylvia Lujan was not acceptable? Her !'1tionale for . denying_ students the service is that
students don t go to evenmg tutonal services.
Is this woman taking tips from Joseph Heller or did she
ghostwrite "Catch-22" for him? Her response is an insult to
students. These are the kind of things SGA should be acting on
rather than piddling their time away on little battles.
'
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Priorities conflict
in budget process

:Broncs end year
:o n high, low notes

By GILBERTO REVES, JR.
Sports Editor

'

By GILBERTO REYES, JR.
Sports Editor.
Pan American's first year as a
member of the American South
Conference was supposed to be
one of despair for Coach Kevin
Wall.
Not only were the Broncs not
considered for the conference
title, they were supposed to finish
last.

For a while, that seemed like a
.very real possibility.

Ost 60

PAJJS9
The Dynamic Duo of Lee Boddie and Kevin Johnson combined
for 21 second-half points to keep
the Broncs in the game until the
very end.
But Melvin Thomas missed an
open jump shot just inside the
free-throw line to seal the Broncs
defeat
Pan Am was down at halftime
33-23 because of a lackluster
shooting perfonnance. The
Broncs only hit 35 percent oftheir
shots in the first half.
USL wasn't exactly blazing
away either, hitting 46 percent
from the field.
What they did well was gain
mo!Dentum and keep it.
After Boddie hit a driving field
goal that tied the score at nine,
USL, led by Kevin Brooks 11 first
half points, slowly began to pull
away through a series of "mini-

runs."

The first of these mini-runs
came right after Boddie' s field
goal. Brooks hit a nine-foot
jumper and Dale Turner hit consecutive baskets to put USL ahead
15-1 l.
Pan Am has often opened the
second half playing at a different
level than they did in the first, and
thisgamewasnodifferent. While
Pan Am were ponies in the first
half, they were stallions in the
second.

The Broncs shut both Brooks
andTumerdown,holdingthemto
a combined total of three ~kets
in the second half.
The offense also came alive, as
Pan Am outscored USL 23-12 in
the first 10 minutes of the second
half. Boddie capped the run with
a lay-up that gave the Broncs their
first lead since the 16:48 made in
the first half.
"It was typical of the character
of our team to comeback in the
second half,'' Wall said.
Pan Am's defense also came to,
as Eric Montgomery showed
w~en he took a half court charge
WI th :38 to keep the Broncs alive
at56-55.
The Broncs may have received
inspiration for the comeback
from injured forward Reggie
Holmes, who played most of the
first half despite strained ligaments in his right knee.
'Toe trainer said he was ready
to play, and that we weren't be
risking any pennanent damage,"
Wall said.
Thomas hit a driving 10 foot
jumper from the right side to keep
the Broncs close, but it was ultimately his miss at the :15 mark
that killed the Broncs hopes.
PAU91

UNO86
Thomas redeemed himself in a
big way against the conference's
number one team, New Orleans,
as he scored 22 points and led a
feocious first half rally that almost demolished the Privateers.
Eat this!- Pan· Ams Melvin,Themas slams home 2 of his 22 points
The fact that it didn't was testito give the Broncs a 60-36 halftime lead against UNO. Pan Am held off
mony that the game was somea furious Privateer comeback and won the game 91-86.
thingmemorable.
(Photo by Jay Lewis)
Six players scored in double
figures. UNO's All-America Eackles busy being impressive,
Broncs fans in the first half.
candidate Ledell Eackles played UNO guard Gabriel Corchiani set
Thomas scored 14 points in the
most of the game despite a a school-record b~ rutting eight
first half and was a terror on ofbruised hip he had suffered two three-pointers for 24 points.
fense, hitting almost everything
nights earlier, and led all scorers
he threw in. His style of play was
It didn't look like the game
with 26 points.
would tum into something
See 'Broncs' page 8
Not only were Thomas and memorable for anyone except

Jracksters break records, lose meet
The Broncs Men's and
women's track teams broke a
plethora ofteam records fell at the
American South Conference Indoor track championships this
past weekend, but still fell short in
their bid to win a second conference track title.
Nancy Mireles won three gold

medals for first-place finishes as
the women's team finished second at the meet in Jonesboro, Arie.
Host Arkansas State won the
meet with 1841/2 points. Pan Am
was a distant second with 80.
SouthwestemLouisana followed
with 58 while Lamar tallied 56,
New Orleans, 16 and Louisana

Tech,41/2.
For the men, Louisana Tech
won with 142 points. Arkansas
St. had 129; USL, 93; Lamar, 51;
Pan-Am, 12 and UNO, 5.
Mireles won the mile and
helped win the 3200-meter relay
with Thelma Morales, Diana
Garcia and Lucy Ramirez.

Mireles also won the 3000 meter run in 10:20:46 breaking her
own team record by two seconds.
Mireles was voted the meet's
most outstanding female performer along with ASU's Valerie
Lee.

See 'Track' page 8

Broncs outrun teams in tennis tourney
Anthony Hampton, Pan
American's number six singles
player, was impressive in the
second straight tournament he
played in as he led the Broncs to
two non-conference wins this
weekend.
Hampton, recently moved into
singles tourney play by Coach
David Cross, won five of the six
matches he competed in as the
Broncs defeated Abilene Chris-

tian University, 6-3 and the Uni- Broncs Abraham Padron against
versity of Texas-San Antonio, 5- UTSA 's Bobby Galligan.
4.
"It was really funny, because
Abilene was a late tournament they were rivals in high school,"
entry, replacing the University of Cross said. "And then here they
Texas-El Paso.
are deciding a college match."
His heroics were not enough to
Padron, a Mission native and
keep the Broncs from falling to one of only three Valley players
Southwestwest Texas State, 5-1. on the Broncs squad, beat GalliPan Am 'shighlightof the tour- gan, fonnerely of McAllen, in
nament came in the number four· straight sets, 7-6, 7-6, and won the
singles match that paired the team match for Pan Am.

It was the sixth straight victory
for the Broncs over the Roadrunners, and one that was very satisfying to Cross.
l "UTSA is talented, like we are,
tbut they are not disciplined," he
said.
Other Broncs that earned Cross'
attention were Belgian Olaf Haerens and Australian Brad Mel-

See 'TeQQis' page 8

Will UNO run
HOME
March 4 Intramural softball-Entries are due to compete
in the intramural softball tournament beginning March 15. Entry
fee is $8 per team and the tournament will be held at the time most
convenient for the particpants.
There will also be a softball clinic held at the HPE-11 field
tomorrow at noon.
AWAY
March 4-7 Tourney time in the ASC-Pan American,
the only team in the ASC to defeat two of the conference leaders
at home, will look to translate the upset of the University of New
Orleans last Saturday into much-needed momentum as they play
USL in the first round of the conference tournament tomorrow in
Beaumont, Tx.
The Broncs will rely on seniors Kevin Johnson and Lee Boddie,
as well as sophomore Melvin Thomas, to move on to the second
round of play. If the Broncs lose, their season will be over.
March 4-5 Baseball Broncs look to club AggiesCoach Al Ogletree and his Broncs are on the road to College
Station today, to play Texas A&M at 1 p.m. Friday and Saturday.
The Broncs will play a doubleheader Saturday.
The Broncs, fresh off double-header sweeps of Southwest
Texas State and St. Edwards, will carry a 9-3 mark into this
weekend's games.

away with ASC?
With the conclusion of the
American South Conference's
first regular season, no one has yet
come to the front and taken
charge.
Early on it looked like it might
be the Lamar Cardinals, who shot
to the top of the ASC with four
straight home wins. The Cardinals were humbled by both Southwestern Louisiana and Pan
American in consecutive games,
and fell from theconferenceelite,
never to retum
New Orleans, the darlings of
last year's NCAA tournament,
then looked like they were going
to run away with the conference
title.
But a dubious victory over USL
coupled with a road loss to Pan
American dropped UNO out of
the top spot and allowed Louisiana Tech to slip in.

Nevertheless, Privateer guard
Gabriel Corchiani made a bold
prediction while speaking to a
New Orleans reporter after the
loss to Pan Am.
"We will finish 22-9 and get
into the (NCAA) tournament," he
said.
But will the Privateers take the
ASC! Two facts are important to
remember. The first is the ASC
itself, which simply because it is a
fledgling conference, has no
automatic bid to the NCAA tournament. Because ofthis it would
seem that the only teams who
could win their way into the
NCAA are Louisiana Tech and
UNO, due to each school's recent
past NCAA experience.
One more fact is of grand importance. The ASC, in it's first

See 'Tournament' page 8
l

· For those of you who have just returned- from Eastern Silesia
and do not know, Pan American University is suffering from a
severe budget crunch that is testing the will of some departments.
Some departments have been cut, sometimes severely, while
others have enjoyed budget increases.
This problem reminds me of a couple of clicMs, and being a
sports writer, I am obliged to inflict them. upon you.
•
Money makes the world go 'round, says one, while another
says it can't buy you love.
What it does buy is the undesired quality of discontentment It
seems a few somebodys in the higher echelons are following
fiscal agendas that are not only contradictory, but just plain
stupid.
Consider this. A lot of people have complained that too much
money is being allotted to the athletics department to fund their
programs. Instead of apportioning those monies to sports, these
people would rather see the money spent "more efficiently" or
"better."
Although I could spend a lot of time and space uselessly
arguing this point, I won't, because it is not my desire, or place,
to decide what is "right" or "wrong" as per budgetary policy.
Instead, I offer this thought. The "higher ups" at this university, to the chagrin of some, seem to hold as one of their highest
priorities the advancement of our athletics program. Whether
this is "right" or "wrong" is besides the point. The question is, are
they following through with that priority?
To this question, an emphatic no must be the reply.
There is a popular conception among the detractors of athletics
that the department has more money than they know what to. do
with. These people could easily see Athletic Director Sam
Odstrcil, representing the entire department, lighting cigars with
$100 bills the university budgeted him.
If one were to look at the facts, this image would be dashed.
Every sport in the department has been hit by the budgetary
woes. Coach Randy Cross' tennis team, whose men are ranked
15th in their region (one of only six in the nation), are having
p_roblems scheduling matches and recruiting players because
their operating expenses, despite a $13,000 increase, did not
keep up with the cost of keeping the program both competitive
and financiall v successful.

The Last Out
By GILBERTO REYES, JR.
Sports Editor
.

.

The same can be said for the women's basketball team, who
were so hurt by operating shortages in the past that their ability
to recruit on a wide-scale basis outside of the Valley has been
almost non-existent. And then Y1 e, not only this reporter, but
other athletic detractors, gripe about their losing streak.
Coach Eloy Moran's soccer team, who compete in the only
sport at Pan Am where size and strength work to a player's
disadvantage, has been virtually overlooked because the department is not receiving enough money to give full attention to it.
The problem is not only one that exists in the athletics department The Communications Department and even this newspaper find themselves at the point of financial insolvency.
All of which leads me to this conclusion. If the university is
going to make sports excellence one of their main goals, then they
should follow through with their agenda and fully fund every
program accordingly.
If, however, this not one of their priorities, then they should do
something to alleviate the financial strain on other departments.
They could cut athletics allotments, if they are not interested in
the results.
Or, they could cut unnecessary expenses, much as a starving
student does. They could eliminate the Student Government
Association, who do little more than appoint a myriad of executives to help decide how to spend the money allotted them.
Participating in such an activity would surely free up needed
capital that could be used to further whatever agenda they deem
satisfactory.
What this all amounts to is priorities. Is it important to the
pevple who budget the university's money to have a quality
sports program? Or do they wish to stem the tide of student
unrest, especially that of the athletes, by looking after their
scholastic needs? Either way, a decision must be made soon.

Season ends, Streak doesn·t
The women's basketball season
will come to a merciful end this
weekend in the American South
Conference Tournament.
The Lady Broncs finished the
regularseason winless at0-26 and
0-9 in ASC games.
Their last three losses were to
ASC rivals Southwestern Louisana, 82-36, and New Orleans,
81-27.

Monday night, they fell to Sam
Houston State, 101 -31.
UNO's Coach Joey Favaloro's
team, ranked twenty-third in the
country, took a 27-0 lead before
Pan-Am's Olga Alvarado scored
after I0:39ofscoreless basketball
on Pan-Am's part.
Alvarado finished with 11

See 'Sfreak' page 8

Broncs pound Southwest
and St. Edwards
ByMARKMAY
Sports Writer
Pan Am's baseball Broncs won
all four games they played last
weekend, destroying Southwest
Texas State and upending St.
Edwards in twin doubleheaders.
The Broncs pummeled swrs
16-3 and 14-6 on Saturday in a
homer derby.
After a five-run first inning,
Herb Emardt crushed a 390-foot
grand-slam over the right-Centerfield fence in the sixth.
F.dgarCordonandBrianSmock
followed with solo homers. Mike
Henry hit the fourth home-run of

the inning after Richard Messer
Walked. TheBroncsfinishedwith
11 runs in the inning.
"We were hoping he (Mike
Henry) would come in and play
well," said Coach Al Ogletree.
"Mario Valdez got hurt and he
stepped in and took over."
Ogletree was referring to an
accident that claimed the outfielder earlier in the game. In a
freak accident, the ball struck him
as he slid safely into third after
hitting a triple.
Pitcher David Kandra surren-

See 'Baseball' page 8
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Broncs
Continued from page 7
pleasantly reminiscient of lefthander Michael Young, formerly
of the Phi Slamma Jamma fraternity at the University of Houston.
Pan Am's 44-30 halftime lead
was indicative of how completely
the Broncs dominated the Privateers.
The Broncs shot 54 percent
from the field, while UNO shot a
paltry 41. Pan Am outrebounded
the Privateers 18-13, and controlled the lane area, making six
of their seven attempts inside the
paint
Even the foul situation was in
the Broncs favor. By halftime,
the Privateers had committed 14
personal fouls, to the Broncs six,
prompting Corchiani to call the
officiating"disappointing."
"The officiating was the biggest
factor in the first half," he said.

Tournament
Continued from page 7
yearof existence, has reached the
plateau Pete Rozelle's NFL may
never reach: parity. USL finished
last in the conference with a 4-6
record, but was only three wins
away from tying UNO and Tech
for the conference lead.
All of which leads to one conclusion: Winning the ASC may
not be as easy as Corchi ani thinks.
The host team, Lamar, has a
good chance to steal the championship from UNO's clutches.
Not only do the Cardinals have
· James Gulley, who seems to sink
everything he puts up,' but the
Cardinals will also have a rowdy
Montagne Center crowd behind
them.
Louisiana Tech may have the
best chance to win the tourna-

Tennis
Continued from page 7
ville.
"They all had very good singles
performances this weekend,"
Cross said.
The Broncs improved their season record to 8-9.
The women were frustrated in
their attempts to break over the

Meanwhile, Eackles :md forward Sam Jones were being
handled well by the Pan Am defense.
Kevin Johnson, Roy Swift and
Greg Garrett, all seniors playing
in their final home game, surrounded Eackles and Jones and
held them to 11 first half points.
Pan Am really exploded in the
second-half.
Boddie opened the half with a
three-pointer that pushed the
Broncs lead to 47-30 and began a
13-6 run that was culminated by a
Thomas slam.
On cue, UNO' s senior led the
team back. Corchiani ended the
Broncs run with his fourth threepointer, and Eackles pulled himself together long enough to hit
three free throws and a basket to
bring the Privateers to within 14
at60-46.
"UNO did a great job of saying
'O.K., this is what we have to do
to win, now let's do it'," Wall said

of the comeback.
UNO's comeback was incredible if only because it took place
without Eackles.
He picked up his fourth foul
with 2:48 and re-injured his hip
on a collision with Thomas that
sent him to the floor of the Fieldhouse.
The Broncs held the lead
throughout the half, not with
flashy three-pointers or acrobatic
shooting, but with simple free
throws. 17 of Pan Am's final 21
points came from the charity
stripe.
"We spend about 30 or 40 percent of our practice time on free
throws, Thomas said.
"So although we were nervous,
Wall knew we had it."

ment. They have come from the
depths of the ASC to the top spot
thanks to the emergence of Brett
Guillory on the perimeter and
Randy White and Michael Ames
inside.
Arkansas State has hung around
the middle of the pack all season
long, always in contention, but
never in a challenging position.
The Indians, led by the strong
play of forward John Tate, beat
who they were supposed to beat,
and could tum that confidence
into a successful post-season
tournament

which may easily be called the
most enigmatic team in the conference. At times Pan Am has
come out of the gates slow and
turned in horrid performance
(wimess their 69-48 debacle
against UNO), whileatothershas
looked like an irresistable basketball force, opening huge leads
against quality opponents. It is
hard to tell which Broncs team
will show up in Beaumont.

USL has also shown that on a
good night, they can contend with
anyoneintheleague. Butonabad
night, look out for the kinda-annoyed Cajuns, because they will
be bad.
That leaves Pan American,

.500 mark as they lost to Abilene
7-2, Southwest Texas 8- 1 and
UTSA 6-3. The Lady Broncs fell
to 6-9.
Despite the scores, Cross said
there was more to the matches,
especially the loss to UTSA, than
meets the eye.
"Everyyear,wehavebeenplaying them better. When the (Pan
Am ladies progr~) _first began,

PAU 54

ORU 57
Bobby Smith, a 6-0 freshman

Despite not having won the
conference, UNO stands to be the
most important team in the tournament for anyone who wants to
advance to the NCAA 's.
The Privateers were the darlings of last year's tournament,
and thus have been eagerly
awaited by the selection committee.

UTSA was Jevels ahead of us,
Cross said.
"We've been closing the gap
ever since."
Cross went on to say the Lady
Broncs success is measured by
how well they do against UTSA
and Southwest Texas.
Leah Viloria, Tania Webster
and Pan Am's number 6 player,
Barbara Barrera were all singled
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Toegamewasacarboncopyof
the first meeting between the
teams, with the only difference
being the miracle's beneficiary.
In theirfirstmeeting, Pan Am's
Thomas sank an 18-foot comer
shot with no time remaining to
sink the Titans in Edinburg.
Garrett led the Broncs with 18
points, while Thomas continued
his recent string ofgood games by
scoring 12 points and grabbing
eight rebounds.
Unlike previous games, the
Broncs dominated the Titans on
the boards, 42-29.
The most important statistic
was the score, which was the final
one of Pan Am's regular season
and dropped their final season
record to 14-13.
Thus, only an embarrassingly
bad perfo'rrnance by the Privateers could keep them out of the ,
NCAA's.
They could still make the, field
by losing, which would open up
the possibility another ASCteam,
the one that beats UNO, could
also make the field of 64.
Obviously, the key is to beat
UNO, preferably in the final
game to impress the selection
officials.
~o everyone will be gunning for
the Privateers not only because
they won the regular season title,
but also because a victory over
UNO could mean a shot at the
national championship.
So Corchiani and the Privateers
may have a bit more in for them
when the tournament begins tomorrow.

out by Cross tor havmg fine performanc'es during the matches.
"Barrera has been a standout
this spring," Cross said, "because
she's won almost every game
she's played."
The tennis team will next go
into Mar. 4-6 in the University of
Texas-Tyler Internationational.
Pan Am will compete UTEP, Sam
Houston State, North Texas State,
Centenary, Northwestern State,
UTSA, Southem Arkansas, Oklahoma City and Hardin-Simmons.

Track
Continued from page 7
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guard who had entered the game
only 10 seconds earlier, hit a 38foot jumper with one second left
to sink the Broncs.

I
I

Diana Garcia won the conference championship in the 800
meters with a record time of
2:19:45, beating the previous
mark by five seconds.
Chris Cantu established new
records for the 55-meter dash and
55-meter hurdles. She advanced
to the finals, but didn't win.
Elsewhere, Julie Pemelton set a
new standard in the shot put, fin-

BasebaJ)
Continued from page 7
dered a three-run blast in the
g ame , but still got the win to
improve to 2-0.
The Broncs home run hitting
prowess continued in the twilight
game as Erhardt clouted a threerun shot in the first inning.
Sophomore Bill Spivey produced another three-run homer in
the sixth.
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Continued from page 6
that Eliud Cabrera does not have
any sympathetic feelings for
Ruben Flores. Perhaps if the
tables were turned and Eliud
switched places with Ruben
maybe Eliud would understand
what I am saying.
'The Pan American" is supposed to be put together at a
college level, not at the level of
high school-let's keep it there
(college level).
Name withheld by request

Electionreminder
To the Editor:
As a student of Pan American
University I want to infonn my
fellow students that since March
8th, Super Tuesday, is during
spring break, that anyone who
has registered to vote can vote
absentee at the Hidalgo County
Courthouse in Edinburg through
March4th.
This is the first time that it is
not necessary to give a reason to
vote absentee, so please take advantage of this opportunity. It is
imperative that we young people
be heard.
Some of you may not be
aware that Jim Bates is running
for ChiefJustice of the 13th
Court of Appeals sitting at
Corpus Christi. He now needs
otir support.
Pan American University is
now a state-supported four-year
institution because oflegislation
sponsored and passed in 1971
by Jim Bates while he was in
the-Senate.

Streak

Continued from page 7

Martha Truitt

Pankratz
knocked
To the Editor:
I will be brief and to the point.
Toe point is that, according to
the best academic sources (Latin
American Studies Association
Report, 1985; Mary Vanderlaan,
"Reveolution and Foreign
Policy in Nicaragua," 1986, et
al), Nicaragua held valid,
competitive, open elections in
1984. Mr. Pankratz, in his
rambling letter, alleging otherwise, cites M sources at all because there are none proving
his negative points, other than
right wing ideological pamphlets. This is a university and
it is incumbent upon us as
students to be as scholarly as
possible. I have cited sources
and have based my conclusions
about 1) the corruption of the
Somoza regime, 2) the terrorist
tactics of the contras, and 3) the
relative democracy of the
Sandinista government on the
best current, academic studies.
Let Mr. Pankratz and those who
urge aid to the contras-who
attack helpless citizens in a
country officially recognized by
the U.S.-also appeal to legitimate, corroborated, historical
·
studies, if they can.

Michael A. Davis

Speaker
Continued from page 1
you things are getting worse. lf
not, then there is no need for
them." He also said "overstating
the negative" is a tactic used by all
·groups.
Dr. Rodolfo de la Garza, a native of Tucson, Az., received his
doctorate from the University of
Arizona. He is a faculty member
at UT, and is a noted authority on
Mexican-American politics and
relations with Mexico.

ishing fourth and Monica
Wesley's 36-foot-7 triple jump
was good enough for third and a
new team best.
"Virtually every woman who
competed for the Pan American
ran with exceptional heart and
clearly upset teams with far more
resources and numbers of players," said Assistant Coach Doug
Erickson.
The men's team was not as
succesful, but did produce some
new marks.
Freshman Javier Oallardo fin-

ished seventh with a team record
shot put of 45 feet 6 1/2.
Also, the 3200-meter relay
foursome of David Garcia, Charlie Trevino, ~artin Reyes and
Greg Terrazas ran to third in
7:56:49, smashing the previous
mark by five seconds.

Lefthander Mike Eckert allowed one earned run to raise his
record to 2- 1 in the 14-6 Bronc
win.
Sunday, the Broncs outscored
St Edwards 6-1 and 13-2. Mike
Henry greeted St. Edwards with a
three-run round tripper to provide
the Broncs all the runs they would
need.
Danny Kennedy threw a four-

Chicken Big Sandwich 99¢

Sandwich
l---· 99~.

Let's support a real winner!

points, the only Lady Bronc in
double figures.
Afterward, F:ivaloro was impressed with the tenacity of the
Lady Broncs and theirnever-saydie attitude.
"Igivethemalotofcredit. They
play with a lot of enthusiasm.
They stick together knowing
they're going to lose. That says a
lot for the character of their
team," he said.
Pan-Am's leading scorer, Cheryl Boyle, did not play against
USL or UNO due to a leg injury.

-----~--------------~
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Some of de la Garza's published works include "Ignored
Voices" which deals with public
opinion polls and Latinos; "The
Mexican-American Experience",
a major social science anthology;
and 'The Chicano Political Experience."

Still, the men finished fifth with
only 12 points, leaving Coach
Reid Harter wasn't unsatisfied.
'The lack of intensity in practice by the men is evident in the
results," he said.
hitter and improved to 2-1 in the
6-1 victory.
The seconci game was called
after four and one-half innings.
The Broncs erupted for 10 runs in
the first inning and never looked
back winning 13-2.
"It seemed like every ball we hit
had eyes," said Ogletree of his
team's productivity.
Lefthander Mark Umsti threw a
complete game four-hitter and is
now 2-0.
The Broncs travel to Texas
A&M for a game Friday and a
doubleheader on Saturday. Kandra, Kennedy and Ecken are expected to pitch.
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Simon, Bush
capture votes~
in Illinois
By EDWIN AGUILAR

CopyEcitor
Bowtied candidate Paul Simon
injected some much needed spark
into his presidential bid Tuesday,
while George Bush cruised to an
easy win in the Illinois primaries.
Sen. Simon was confirmed as
the "favorite" Illinois favorite son
when he out-paced fellow Illinois
resident Jesse Jackson.
" I have renewed my strength by
touching the ground of Illinois,"
Simon told cheering supporters.
Simon's last decent showing was
in the Iowa caucuses, where he
upstaged Massachusetts Gov.
Michael Dukakis, finishing a surprising second.
Simon was expected to dropout
of the race if a victory had not
been forthcoming in his home
state. Indeed, he threatened to
drop out earlier, but was strongarmed into continuing the race by
Illinois politicos.
Jackson pulled in more than 90
percent of the black vote in Illinois, but was only able to reap
about 4 percent of the white vote.
Political analysts have speculated
he needs to pull in at least 25

percent of that vote to make a
viable run for the presidency.
Current Democratic front-runner Dukakis placed third in the
primary, but managed to grab a
respectable 19 percent of the
vote.
Tennessee Sen. Albert Gore
took 5 percent of the votes cast,
and Rep. Richard Gephardt,
whose campaign has buckled
since Super Tuesday, managed
only 2 percent of the ~t?te. _
On the Republican side, George
.
Bush continued tightening his
r'.!11-.
.......
.:...""9..,,
........
~
.
#~..;..,
•.
stranglehold on the nomination,
bytakingmorethan 50percentof
.•.
. ·;·,. •.:.
. ., - - . - the GOP vote. Some pundits had
predicted as much as a 2-1 victory Sit, Spuds•••Stay-The Bud Light mascot guards South Padre Island the beginning of this •peak week: when most Texas schools aro on break.
over fellow candidate Robert during the Spring Break pandemonium. Pan American 'breakers' had mild
Dole.
weather during their holidays, unlike the cold and rain which characterized
(Photo by Jf/l!f Lewis)
"Who says nice guys finish
last?" Bush asked reporters after
Dole has promised to stay in the nomination, the Republican can- Jackson, with his second-place delegates. currently, the speculahis victory was confirmed.
race as long as it is practical for didate needs only 1,139delegates showing in Illinois, pulled within tion of a Democratic convention
him todo so.
come convention time. For the 35 delegates of leader Dukakis, deadlock is looking more like a
Dole, who took· a beating on
moment, it looks as if Bush will who captured 473. Third place in reality.
Bush is currently the uncon- take that nomination on the first the delegate count goes to Gore,
Super Tuesday from the vice
tested leader of the GOP race, ticket
president, explained to the Wiswith 360.
Candidates now look to Wiswith more than 700 delegates to
consin legislature that "many
The
Democrats
are
having
enconsin
and Connecticut, the next
Dole's
186
and
also-ran
might say, 'Well, it's all over.'
To win the Democratic nominastates on the political tour.
Robertson's 37. To win the tirely different problems. tion, a candidate must have 2,082
But I haven't said it's all over."
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Academic advisement services act as ·satety nef
By CYNTHIA GONZALEZ
Stoff Writers
For most beginning freshmen,
the leap from high sch~l to e:ollege is comparable to Jumping
over a dark and foreboding
chasm. Students often struggle
th.--ough their first semester of
college and it is often their most
critical one. Academic advisement setvices offered by Pan
American University can be a
safety net for students trying to
make the leap.
Academic advisement is provided through the Learning Assistance Center (LAC). Its purpose is to guide beginning freshmen during their first year in college, freshmen and sophomore
students on scholastic probation,
and students transferring to or
fromPAU.

The Counseling, Guidance and
Academic Advising Center is
located on the fifth floorof the SS
building. Students may set up an
appointment with academic advisers by calling 381-2529.
The Counseling, Guidance and
Academic Advisement center
also covers a variety ofothersetvices, said Lupita Cantu-Morse,
coordinator and counselor at the
center. Among them are counseling groups in which advisers
teach, as partofFreshmen Studies
Program (FSP), the five sections
of academic and career planning
labs.
Academic advisement also includes personal counseling, vocational testing, career planning,
which is done through the career
library and career seminars, and

academic probation and/or suspension counseling.
There are four academic advisers and four counselors under the
program. Each adviser is assigned to meet with a certain
number of beginning freshmen.
Sessions are conducted on an
individual basis three times during the student's first year. After
that students must contact the
school of their choice of major
and meet with the department
adviser to draw up a degree plan
Academic advisement focuses
on freshmen and transfer students
who need an introduction to university or college requirements
for courses general education
requirements, credits, hours, and
grade point averages.
"It is a way of introducing them
to the language and what to be

Artists exhibit ceramics
The exhibit includes ceramic
pottery, stoneware, earthenware, and raku, a Japanese firing technique. Works are in
Associate Professor and Art
both abstract and figurative
Department Chair Richard
styles.
Hyslin, along with six advanced
At the gallery entrance are
students, two art graduates and
Hyslin' s over-sized hand sculptures, "Open Hand," "HighGoodbye," "Acrobat" and
"Hand Holding Pedestal."
The reason for their size,
Hyslin said, was "because of
the fact thatthey are out-sized,
they express a powerorsignificance." He said he believes
hands can be just as expressive
as the face.
Rodd Lewis, an advanced
ceramic student, has several
unusual and eye-catching raku
sculptures. His works, in the
east comer of the gallery, are
vessels with nails protruding
from them.
Lewis has also come up with
new kind of "Crock Pot." On
several of pieces he has placed
ceramic crocodiles.
Other works by Lewis include molds of female figures.
The figures are actually body
casts of women, but when fired
the mold shrinks to about 15
percent of original size.
Other artists featured include
Tony Fink, raku; Phil Hitcher,
stoneware figures; Vicente
Garcia, stoneware and low-fire
glazes; Bob Heising, stoneware; Carolyn La Motte, raku
and earthenware; Al Legge,
Give him • hand-Richard Hyslin's ceramic appendage is only part of the raku; Dale Taylor, raku and
CAS Gallery exhibit. The exhibit will continue through the end of March. stoneware; John Williamson,
stoneware and low-fire glazes.
(Photo by Jay Lewis)
By SHARON DE LA GARZA
Stoff Writer

one English graduate, are featured in a ceramic exhibit in
the CAS Gallery through
March 29.
Gallery hours are Monday
through Thursday from 1 to 4
p.m.

responsible for," Morse said.
"We still have students who
come back because they've established a rapport with us. They
come back because they are more
familiar with us or just can't find
their department advisers between semesters," she added.
Of the four advisers, two are
PAU graduates. Lupita CantuMorse, an Edinburg native, attended Pan Am during her undergraduate studies and received her
master'sdegree in counseling and
guidance from the University of
Michigan.
Elia Domian, who has been
with the Academic Advisement
center since it originated in 1980,
has a bachelor's degree in history
fromPAU.
"I enjoy my work," she said.
"I'm here for the students and
that'smymainpriority." Domian
encourages returning students to
attend academic advisement sessions, particularly female students who leave school to get
married but want to return to get
their degree.
"We want every student, especially beginning freshmen, to be
successful with college life," Patricia "Pat" Avila said. She received her master's in counseling
and guidance from PAU and has
been counseling students since
fall of 1984.
"By attending advisement sessions, ·students get a clearer idea
of what goals they have to set for
themselves," she added.
Marcia Copps-Smith, originally from Milwaukee, Wis.,
received her master's degree in
counseling and guidance from
Texas Tech. She has lived in the

Valley for three and a half years
and has spent three years counseling students at the center.
"I enjoy it most when students
have a lot of questions and show
interest in what they are getting
into," she said.
Transfer students constitute a
sizable percentage PAU enrollment The center attempts to help
these students as well.
"We have cross-reference
guideswithamajorityofcolleges
and universities in Texas which is
helpful for students who are transferring," Eileen Mann said. Mann
has worked with thecenterforsix

years and has a bachelor's degree
in psychology from the University of Mississippi.
"The guide contains infonna-tion on courses that are equivalent
to major Texas universities,'' she
added.
Smith emphasized many students don't realize basic courses
are not the same for every major.
What often happens is students
do not decide on a major until
aftercompletingtheirbasics, then
discover they have taken extra
courses. Also, students "cannot

See 'Counseling' page 6

ROTC cadets injured
ByC.M. POWEU
Managing Editor

An Army ROTC Cadet underwent surgery and remains hospitalized in San Antonio after a fall
during training exercises at Garner State Park in northern Uvalde
County March 5.
Glafiria Trevifio, a 19-year-old
office administration sophomore
from McAllen, suffered several
broken bones during a scheduled
rapelling training exercise, said
Bruce Erickson, director of public information.
"It slides from land into the
water," Erickson said. "She apparently released early, onto the
ground and not into the water."
Erickson said the woman is
being treated at the Brooks Army
Hospital in San Antonio.
He said Trevifio and 61 other
participants in ROTC classes

went to Garner State Park with
two commissoned officers for the
exercises.
Erickson said Trevino had successfully completed safety training at the university and again at
Gamer Park.
"She's out for the semester,''
Erickson said, adding he had
heard Trevifio plans to return to
the ROTC program.
Another female ROTC cadet
was injured before Spring Break
at the McAllen High School rifle
range.
Erickson said the student
grazed her calf, received first aid
and was released from the hospital.
"She is up and about," Erickson
said.
He said the student had been
briefed on safety, and an ROTC
instructor was present at the time
of the accident

Senate approves appointee
By PAN FILO GARCIA
Staff Writer

The Student Senate approved
an appointment of the attorney
general position by a near-unanimous vote Monday, despite earlier indications the appointment
would be challenged in the Senate.
Opposition
to
Alex
Rodriguez's appointment to the
position never materialized as
Rodriguez was approved in the
Senate by a 9-0 vote, with Graduate Senator Kevin Ooi abstaining
from the vote.
The controversy started two
weeks ago when Beginning
Freshman Senator Paul Renaud

publicly said there was much
opposition to Rodriguez's appointment in the Senate and that
the appointment would probably
not get confirmed.
However, Renaud himself
voted in favor of Rodriguez's
appointment.
The '88-89 budget, prepared by
SGA adviser Elvie Davis, is identical to the '87-88 budget except
for two minor changes. The $200
forBroncoDaysand$253forPan
American Days were cut, with
$353 added underoffice supplies
and $100 under food.
In other appointments, the Senate unanimously approved Jacqueline Adams to an election
commissioner position. They

also approved by acclamation
Michael Merold to the Committee on Student Organizations,
Teresa Rosendez to the Financial
Aid Committee, Velma Rodriguez to the Committee on Student Awards and Neil Garza to
the Faculty Research Coun_cil.
SGA President Thelma Ramos
said she was optimistic about the
vote and the senators acted in a
professional manner by not allowing personal biases or peer
pressure affect their voting.
The Senate also unanimously
approved a $7,750 Student Government Association budget for
1988-89tobesentforapprovalby
the Board of Regents.

'
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PAU offers alternative certification
The :Edinburg and Brownsville
campuses are two of four
universities in the state offering a
program for alternative teacher
certification, making it possible
for those with degrees m other
fields to begin new careers in
teaching.

Perez said school principals
participating in the program select a successful teacher to be a
mentor for a teacher intern.
Mentors have the same teaching
assignment, a common planning
period and a classroom located
near the intern.

Teacher interns are required to
take 24 to 30 semester hours of
coursework in the School of
Education within the internship
year by taking evening courses
and attending summer sessions,
said Eustolia Perez, program
administrator in Edinburg.
The traditional path · toward
teacher certification requires students to return to college for at
least two additional years of
coursework.
Perez said the program is attracting well-qualified applicants
with strong academic backgrounds in their previous college
work.
"Our teacherinterns are mature,
self-disciplined, experienced in
the work force and enthusiastic
about teaching," she said.

Interns are also guided by supervising professors on campus
who conduct seminars, observe
the interns in the classroom, and
provide suggestions to the intern
for improvement, said Perez.
This semester the supervising
professors are Dr. J.C. Nichols,
Dr. Jerry Pulley, Dr. Art Linsky,
Dr. Carl Carlan, Dr. Bill Reeves,
Ms. Eustolia Perez and Dr. Javier
Ayala.
Mentor teachers, school administrators and university supervisors appraise the interns on their
teaching effectiveness.
'"The interns must pass the appraisals to complete the internship phase of the program/' said
Perez.
In the classroom interns have
the same responsibilities as certi-

fled teachers, receiving the same
pay as certified first-year teachers, she said.
·
In greatest demand are elementary teachers, bilingual teachers,
and graduates with degrees in
math, science and English, Perez
said.
In 1987-88, 96 vacancies
needed to be filled for teachers
certified to teach elementary students; 36 to teach English; 30 to
teach mathematics; and 26 to
teach science in the Region One

area.

Eighty-one teacher interns are
working on 47 campuses this
spring, Perez said.

Educators to lecture
:

A lecture on Valley attitudes toward discipline, curriculium and
teacher competency tests in public education will be given for
_ graduate students Tuesday in the :Education Building, Room 117,
;~ from 5-7 p.m.
Speakers are Associate Professor Carl Carlan and Professor
J.L. Nichols, both from the department of school administration
and supervision.
For more infonnation call 381-3462.

TASP testing set for 89
1

Beginning the fall of 1989 students entering public institutions
of higher learning are required to take the Texas Academic Skills
~ Program (TASP) test
T ASP is designed to measure reading, writing and math skills..
;. Students diagnosed as needing more work in the basic subjeqts
.., · will be counseled and given the oppurtunity to take appropriate.
"' i remedial -~ s - . , , ,
-, r
, ......)rt

They have earned degrees in
business, music, communications, psychology, English,
speech, engineering, government, physics, geology, art, social
work, home economics and
criminal justice.
Valley· school districts participating in the program are Donna,
Edcouch-Elsa, Edinburg, Hidalgo, La Joya. La Villa, Lyford,
McAllen, Mercedes, Mission,

Pharr-San Juan-Alamo, Rio
Grande City, Roma and Weslaco.
Applicants must pass the PreProfessional Skills Test (P-PST)
orthe equivalentFunctional Academic Skills Test (FAST) to be
eligible to begin the program,

Perez said.
1beymustalsotaketheEXCET
exam and have a 2.S grade point
average for all college coursework. she added.
Also, secondary certification
candidates need 24 credit hours in
their subject area, with 12 advanced hours. Prospective elementary teachers need a combination of 24 hours in math, science. social studies and English.
For more infonnation about the
alternative certification program,
applicants should bring two copies of their college transcript and
a highlighting pen to one of the
alternative certification program
workshops scheduled this spring
or summer.
Workshops are scheduled
April 20, May 4, June 29 and July
27. Allareat4:30p.m.intheBA
110.

Students must demonstrate proficiency on the T ASP test before
enrolling in upper-division courses that would give them 60 or
more credit hours.
Paul Mitchell, vice president of academic affairs, said the U.S.
is "not competing academically with our international neighbors." It is hoped the TASP will help to correct this.

Math/music series to begin The mathematics department will hold the first in a series of
lectures today at 7 p.m. in the Fine Arts Anditorium.
Dr. Floyd Williams of the Universia, of Massachusetts at
Amherst will ~ on "Mathem.atical Reflections on Music."
Besides being a math teacbm'; Williams is also an accomplished
musician.
The lecture series will honor the late Dr. Alfred E. "Pat" Crofts,
who taught at PAU for 27 years and was also a professional
musician.
For more infonnation, ~ntact· Miguel Paredes, ass-istant professor of mathematics, at Southwick Hall Room 101 or call 3813452.
•\ m
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Burglary foiled
An attempted burglary at the Education Building March 5 ~as
foiled by a Traffic and Security officer on patrol and secunty
measures on the door to the mom.
At 11 :20 p.m., the officer saw a male Hispanic in his f:Ilid-20s
hitting the door of Room 106 with a crowbar. The subJect had
already removed half the paneling on the window when he
became aware of the officer.
The subject threatened the officer with the crowbar and fled
toward the Mathematics Building. The officer called F.di~burg
City Police for back-up. The officers sean;hed the ~ wtth no
success, but Traffic and Security Chief Greg Salazar said he has
a composite drawing of the suspect
This is the second attempted burglary of the room siD<?e a
burglary during the Cluistmas holidays, when thieves gained
access by removing without breaking a small window to unlock
the door. 1be window has since been covered with wood and the
door lock replaced, which prevented an attempted burglary the
night of Feb. 1.
Other crimes reported in the last week include:
Feb. 29 . A "C' parking pennit was reported stolen between
9:45 and 11:45 p.m. from a yellow 1978 Ford sedan, Texas
license VSZ-712, parked in Lot G.
March 1 - The driver of a brown-and-black 1984 Ford
Bronco, Texas license ETIER, lost a "C" permit when it blew out
the door of the vehicle in the service drive of t.'le LRC between
8:45 and 9:45 p.m.
.
.
March 2 - A case of criminal mischief was reported m which
two tires were punctured between 9 a.m. and 1 p.m. on a blue
1978 Chevrolet, Texas license WXE-853, while the vehicle was
parked in Lot F. The estimated value of the tires is $120.
March 2 - At about 11 am., a.student removed an immobilizer
from a brown 198S Jeep pickup, Texas license 3643-HH, parked
in Lot H. The student used bolt cutters to cut a link in the chain.
The studem is being referred to the dean of students for disciplinary action.
March 3 - Shortly before noon on the complaint of a student,
a man was brought to Traffic and Security for trespassing. The
man was passing out PAU applications for employment at the
Snack Bar. He obtained the fonns by misrepresenting himself to
university officials, claiming to represent a political figure.
Salazar said he believed the man was mentally ill and was
collecting infonnation to be used for illicit purposes.
March 3 - A vehicle in Lot C was burglarized between 8 and
11:30 a.m. after a passenger window was broken. Taken from the
blue 1983 Ford, Texas license BCU-150, was a "C" parking
pennit, value $12, a leather purse, value $80, and $120 in cash.
Value of the broken window is estimated at $60.
March 4 - In an attempted burglary of a vehicle between 7: 10
am. and 12:30 p.m., an unidentified individual attempted to
remove the key cylinder on the door of a maroon 1983 Chevrolet,
Texas license 677-CJU, parked in Lot B.
March 4 - A child was left unattended in an automobile in the
parking lot near the Adminstration Building. 1be child was
asleep in the front seat, with the windows up and the doors
secured, at about 10:24 a.m. 1be driver was advised by Traffic
and Security that it is a Class "A" Misdemeanor.
March 7 - A case of criminal mischief was reported involving
a gold-over-tan 1981 Isuzu 4-door, Texas license 6BL-DF, in Lot
B. Between 7 p.m. March 7 and 6:57 a.m. March 8, the rear
passenger window was broken with a blunt instrument. The
estimated value of the window is $40.
March 7 - A coin-operated soft drink machine in the Science
Building was vandalized between 9 p.m. March 7 and 10:30 a.m.
March 8.
March 13 - Two cassette tapes, total value $20, were stolen
bet~een 11 p.m: March 13 and 9 a.m. March 14 from a beige 1980
Buick, Texas bee~ 594-ASH, parked in Lot J. The burglar
broke a passenger window and tried to remove a radio from the
dashboard. The damage to the window is estimated at $ 100.
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'Mad' casting complete
Twenty-two speaking parts and many other roles have been
cast for "The Madwoman of Challiot." a Pan American University Thea~r pr?<1uction set to ope~ April 28 at 8 p.m.
Production director Doug Cummms said 39 people auditioned
for the play.
The cast will include Simon Fonseca as the Waiter, William
Eastep as the Little Man, David Emilio Rodriguez as the Prospector, Brad Stevens as the President, Chris Leka as the Baron
Melissa Christine Macheska as Therese, Zero Gonzalez as th~
Street Singer and Cynthia Gonzalez as the Flower Girl.
Also Dan ~orthcutt as the Ragpicker, Lydia J. Lopez as
Paulette, Melissa Pacheco as the Deaf Mute, Jill Lynn Prater as
Inna, Conrad Ochoa as the Shoelace Peddler, Cynthia Elaine
Ransom as the Broker and Phillip John Lozano as Dr. Jadin.
Also Sara Kidd a~ Countess Aurelia, Guille Martinez as the
. D:oonnan, Michael Oxyer as the Policeman, Chavez Ransom as
Pierre, Ruben Ramirez II as the Sergeant, Samuel Gaedke as the
Sewer Man, Cynthia Almaguer as Constance, Mara Lee Rowin
as Gabrielle, Sativa Perskin as Josephine, Sarah Marie Snyder as
the Juggler and Angela Hausner as the Roller Skater.

"Sweet Singer" is not for everyone.
.
Steven Kimbrough's one-man
musical is a collection of biographical reminisces of Charles
Wesley, the founder of the Methodist movement
Much of
Wesley'spoetry~assettomusic
as hymns and Kimbrough sings
several of them.
Audience members who are ·
familiar with Wesley's hymns
will love it.
Audience members who need a
clear plot with an exciting climax
to sustain them will not find it
here. "Sweet Singer" is a series of
loosely connected rising-andfalling episodes which illustrate
Wesley's personal voyage to fulfillment and inner peace through
love of God.

Choir to perform Tuesday
The PA U Choir ts scheduled to perform Tuesday at 8 p.m. in
the Fine Arts Auditorium.
Perfonnances will consist of "Missa Brevis in F" by Michael
Haydn and "Missa Intemacfonale" with narrator, oboe, trumpet,
timpani and organ accompanying the choir.
Admission is $2 for students and senior citizens, $3 for the
general public.

Percussionist to perform
Percussionist Eddie Miranda will present his Senior Recital
Friday at 8 p.m. in the Fine Arts Recital Hall.
Miranda's performance will include "Introduction and Rondo
Capriccioso, Op. 28" by Saint-Saens on marimba; "Concertino
for Marimba, Movements I and II" by Paul Creston; 'The
Worried Drummer'' by Adolph Schreiner; and "Concerto No. l in
A minor, Allegro" by J.S. Bach (on marimba and piano).
The perfonnance will also include Bach's "Invention No.13,"
which Miranda transcribed for marimba. Dr. Morley Grossman
will accompany him on piano.
Miranda has also transcribed "String Quartet in F Major, Op.
135, third movement" by Ludwig Van Beethoven for the PAU
Marimba Ensemble which he will conduct during the perfonnance.
Members of the Marimba Ensemble are Emet Mata, Eddie
Miranda, Malcolm Miranda and Eduardo Zamorano.
Miranda, a resident of McAllen and a graduate of Memorial
High School, has played with the PAU Band, Stage Band and
Percussion Ensemble. In addition to being a percussionist, Miranda is an accomplished guitarist and has studied with John Carr
and John Ford.
He is an applied music major and will be graduate from PAU
in August of '88.

.

Pianist to hold recital
The South Texas Piano Association will perfonn its monthly
recital Sunday at 2:30 p.m. in the Fine Arts Recital Hall.
The pianists, PAU students as well as younger students receiving lessons from university music professors, will perfonn
various styles of music.
The recital is free of charge.

'Gallery' accepting works
"Gallery," the university art and literary magazine, is accepting
submissions of student poems, essays, short stories, artwork and
photographs through April 4.
Black and white photos are preferred.
Cash prizes will be awarded for first, second, and third place in
all three categories.
Prize money will be donated by ''The Monitor" of McAllen and
the English department faculty. Publication of the magazine is
financed primarily through student service fees.

It is a circular story, told in a
series of chronological flashbacks through Wesley.' s hymns,
poems, and selections from his
journals and letters, which returns
to the starting point: a letter
Wesley is writing to his children
when he fears he may never see
his family again.
There is not a great deal of action in the play. Although there is

some pantomime nearly all the characters
·
~tory isdt~ldg~y KiH~brouakgh •st talkth"Singer'' is not without its high
1ng an sin 1ng e spe s o e
.
audience as ifa ~rd person were
su~~t~~s
present and often to imaginary are balanced by manr:~ore c ~

~~~!~~aT~~~~~~

·
m~:pn~.y is not entire"ly sen·ous

'
. ~~wever: Som~ humo~ has been
tnJected mto his runn~g com---■
mentary,mostnotablyhisbrother
John's published remedies for
various diseases.
Kimbrough has done a fine job
of makeup on the show. He is
convincing as an old Wesl~y, so
n:iuch so that when he begins to
si~g the first hymn, it is somethi~g of a ~hock to hear a young
v01ce commg from an old body.
He also makes good use ofdramatic silence in the play and his
voice is strong enough to sustain
thefulllengthoftheperformance
without apparent strain.
One flaw in Kimbrough's performance is his tendency to sing
to different sections of the auditorium, which may appear ridiculous ifhe happens to be singing to
a section of empty seats.
Kimbrough slips into songs
easily enough and he is accompanied on stage by only a pianist,
whose playing does not overpower the singing.
The last hymn he sings is one
everyone should recognize, no
matter how religiously irreligious
they maybe.
. The trouble with "Singer" is not
Kimbrough' s performance,
which for the most part is made
believable by the natural, conversational monologue. The problem is the subject matter, which
may not be of interest to a college
audience.
Sing Sweatly--"Sweet Singer," Steven Kimbrough's one-man musical
"Sweet Singer" doesn't hit a
opens tonight at 8 p.m. in the University Theatre. The show continue~
through Saturday at 8 p.m. and Sunday at 2 p.m. (Photo by Carlos Vasquez) sour note, it's just a taste that's not
for everyone.

'Grammys· weak like industry's year
By PANFILO GARCIA
Entertainment Editor
For ,the ·13th year, the music
industry gave itself a pat on the
backattheGrammy Awardsceremonies.
The awards show proved 1987
was a lackluster year for the recording business, with no runaway award winners as there have
been in previous years.
U2 came the closest to being the
big winners of the evening, with
'The Joshua Tree" taking album
of the year and best rock perfonnance honors.
Michael Jackson did "bad" at
this year's Gram.mys. During his
last visitto the Grammys, Jackson
walked away with a box full of
awards for his 'Thriller" album.
This year, the Pepsi Kid didn't
win any trophies, unless you
count the Grammy for the best
engineered recording given to the
engineers of Jackson's "Bad"
album.
Bruce Springsteen also had a
disappointing night, winning
only the best solo rock vocals
Grammy for his "Tunnel Of
Love" album.
Best male pop vocals honors
'went to Police-man Sting, who
beat out Jackson, Springsteen,
Elton John and Al Jarreau, with
his "Bring On The Night" album.

mention:

Biggest sellout of the year:
Michael Jackson, for selling the
B;eatles' "Revolution" for use in
the Nike ads as well as promoting
Pepsi even though he doesn't
drink it. The man (?) has no selfrespect.
Most obnoxious band: The
Beastie Boys, for their nerveg1inding white-boy rap. These

guys would be excellent proabortion poster boys.

Biggest image change: Madonna, for going from bimbo
. showing a belly-button to a Marilyn Monroe lookalike showing a
mole. Find an original personality, will ya lady.

Biggest exploitation of rock
music: The creators of the Cali-

forniaRaisins. Thefirstcommercial was cute, but then the makers
had to drive the novelty into the
ground along with some great
rock classics. To add insult to
injury, they ~leased a California
Raisins album featuring the dead
grapes raping the above-mentioned songs.

Music critic of the year: Me.
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UPB to host 'Dirty Dancing'
••

.......•
..
~

The hit movie "Dirty Dancing" will be shown at the UC
Ballroom March 23 at 7 p.m.
After the viewing, a dance arid dancing competittion will be
held. The winning couple will receive a cash prize of $25.
The UPB film committee, headed by Chainnen Rey Lopez and
Dolores Rodriguez, expect a turnout of about 150 students, said
Sandy Rodriguez, UPB president.
A variety of refreshments will be sold.
Tickets at the door are $2.50.

...• Guild to host seminar
..
•

The Rio Grande Valley Writers Guild will host a luncheon
seminar titled "Writing for Publication" March 26 from 9 a.m. to
3 p.m. on the third floor of McAllen State Bank.
Experienced writers and publishers including Brian Robertson,
Dr. Bruce Underwood, Al Ramirez, Jan Seale, Dorothy McCoy,
Judy Veach and Marge Otto will speak.
Advanced registration is $10. Students with I.D. will be
admitted for $5. Lunch is included.
For more information, call the Rio Grande Valley Writers Guild
at 787-6323.

R&B queen Aretha Franklin
garnered two awards, one for best
female R&B vocals and the other
for best R&B duet or group vocals, along with ex-Whammy
George Michael.
Song ofthe yearwentto "Somewhere Out There," that syruppy
tune from the movie "An American Tail," which edged out
"Luka," "La Bamba," "I Still
Haven't Found What I'm Looking For'' and "Didn't We Almost
Have It All."
The award that summed up this
year's weak showings in the
music industry was the record of
the year award, which went to
Paul Simon's single "Graceland."
The single is off Simon's
"Graceland" album, winner of
last year's album of the year
Grammy.
The conductors of the Grammys did leave out a few categories
which I personally feel obliged to

We can ~elp you with the funds you'll need to meet the rising costs of
ghe~ education. And our services are available for everyone ... no matter where
you hve or where you bank. Choose from Texas Guaranteed Loans, Supplemental ~ • or Parent Loans for Students... all at 'special' low interest rata
that make 1t as easy as 1-2-3 to finance your future!
hi
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Alien amnesty
Program needs
to be extended
, A MNESTY for undocumented aliens is a social and
ft political experiment that has unfortunately failed, not

because it wasn't a good idea to begin with, but because it was
poorly conceived and executed.
The amnesty program, designed to bring a projected 3.8
million undocumented aliens out of the economic underground
and into the mainstream of society, has been unsuccessful
because
• the one-year amnesty period was not long enough to reach
the large numbers of undocumented aliens they hoped would
take advantage of the program;
• the program was not properly publicized to reach a largely
illiterate alien population;
• the prevailing climate of fear generated by the Reagan
Administration's extreme policies toward Central America has
made many aliens reluctant to approach the Immigration and
Naturalization Service.
So far only 900,000 aliens have applied for amnesty under
the Immigration Reform and Control Act .of 1986-which
would make them eligible for permanent alien status-since
the amnesty period began last May.
The amnesty deadline runs out May 4. Undocumented alien
fannworkers have until November to apply.
For the program to succeed as Congress intended, the deadline needs to be extended at least another year. 1bis would
give the alien population adequate time to become aware of
the program, obtain the necessary documentation (proof they
were in the U.S. before Jan. 1, 1982) and apply for amnesty.
An extended amnesty period would also outlive the Reagan
Administration, which most undocumented aliens perceive as
being hostile and unsympathetic to their plight.
Even though the law and procedure would be identical, the
change in leadership could make all the difference.

Super Tuesday
proof Jackson
)/iable candidate

T

HERE is a lesson to be learned from Super Tuesday:
The idea of a black person being a viable candidate for
the presidency of the United States no longer belongs to the
realm of fiction,
Jesse Jackson has proved a black man can indeed be taken
seriously in America today.
He proved that last week by winning five states-five states
wnich did not allow blacks to vote 30 years ago. He even won
the state of Alabama, where the governor once attempted to
physically keep a black student from entering an all-white
university.
With these victories behind him, Jackson has been propelled
to definite contender status for the Democratic nomination.
Yet many say Jackson has an albatross around his neck, that
regardless of his political victories he will nevertheless be
known as the "Yeah, but..." candidate, while there is no reason
he could not be the "Yeah" candidate.
The pigmentation of one's skin has nothing to do with his
ability to think, reason or lead. A quick glance at names like
George Washington Carver, Aesop, Soujoumer Truth, Harriet
Tubman and Shirley Chisolm bears witness to this. (It is
interesting to note Jackson is not the first black person to run
for president. Chisolm herself once threw her hat into the
ring.)
Jackson could be elected president in America today. The
chief obstacle in his way is not something around his neck,
though, but a large burly bird around the neck of the American
people.
It is an inability to discard out-dated attitudes based on
ignorance and fear. And so long as this bird continues to flap
the wings of prejudice in our face, candidates like Jackson will
relegated to periphery of American politics.
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GOP bids meet unTimely end
T
HE battle for the Republican nomination is now all but
over. As the old cliche says, it's all over but the crying.
How can one know this? Does one gamer the information from
watching a one-time hotly contested race? Or do we figure it out
by listening to the pundits, both on TV and radio? Or maybe is
it done on a hunch? Actually, it's far easier to find the answer.
Just take a look at ''Time" magazine this week.
The cover features George Bush with the words ''The Big Mo"
immediatly to the right of the picture (fitting, huh?). And believe
me, once "Time" _magazine says something is so, it's so.
''Time" magazine has de:veleped a reputation for delivering the
last word on things, becoming a son of utmost authority.
No other magazine comes close to being the final word. Not
"Business Week," not "Playboy," not even ''Time's" goofy
brother "Newsweek."
So, when ''Time" magazine said herpes was the disease of the
80s, herpes was the disease of the 80s. When it changed its-mind
and made AIDS the trendy disease, America followed suit and
promptly forgot all about herpes.
Shortly thereafter "Time" decided that due to all this talk of
diseases, the sexual revolution was over. That news had an untold
number of bachelors scrambling for a sweatheart and a wedding
ring.
What has imbued this magazine with the power to define the
focal point of a nation? Is it celestial in nature? Or is it perhaps
rooted in a more devilish agreement? Perhaps it's hidden away
in some deep, dark comer of the Constitution? ·
Regardless of the power's origin, it is a truly beguiling thing. At
some point in time, ''Time" must have been the heir apparent to
"Life," but I guess nobody noticed.
What, though, does this have to do with George Bush? It's quite
simple, really.

Invisible airwaves crackle with life/ Bright antenna bristle with
the energy/ Emotional feedback on timeless wavelength/ Bearing
the gift beyond price-almost free.
"Spirit of Radio"-Rush

T

-

HE above lyrics describe the vibrance and vigor of '
radio. For many of us, radio plays an important part in
our lives. It entertains us, it informs us on local, national, and
international news, and it drowns out the monotonous sounds of
our engines while we drive. It blasts us out of bed in the morning
and lullabies us to sleep at night

Slice of Life
Agoilat

By PANFILO GARCIA
Staff Writer
?

With the spirit of radio hovering over us so omnipresent, it is
sad PAU doesn't have a campus radio station. A student-run
~io station on campus would add much diversity and personality to our university. The time has come for the establishment of
campus radio to serve not only the university community but the
local community as well.
Probably the greatest benefit a radio station would have is
diversity in airplay of different types of music without having to

Editor ,.,,
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Mark May

tarry Missoula _

Column a la mode
By EDWIN AGUILAR
Copy Editor
''Time" has decided his fate. In the course of deciding Bush's
fate, it has also decided the fates of Robert Dole, the Republican
Party and probably the Democratic party, too.
If you are a Democrat, the move by "Time" can be embraced
with joy. After all, can you, as a Democrat, imagine George Bush
beating any Democrat in the running? Or is it easier to imagine
Bush getting landslided by any conceivable candidate, like, say,
an ear of com? Or a rusty hubcap?
If you are a Republican, ''Time's" actions are probably not
good news, for the same reasons listed above.
Bush's only hope for getting into the White House is that
''Time" reciprocates for the Democrats and decides Gary Hart
has won their race. 1bis, however, is probably outside the range
of possibility.
And so, with one race decided, we stumble on to the next
primary, Bush with one nomination in his pocket, and three tough
Democrats scrambling for the other.
In a moment of paranoia I am able to envision the cover of
''Time" magazine emblazoned with a picture of a smiling Joseph
Stalin, touting him as America's hottest young comic. Then the
rest of the nation goes clamoring to their local record store,
hoping to pick up Laughing Joe's latest album, "Red Square."

From brainwaves to airwaves

. ·=;!

In

George Bush will be the Republican nominee for the presidency. Sure, he worked hard. Sure, he had a well-organized
campaign staff. And, sure, he was able to bounce back from a
traumatizing defeat in Iowa. But those aren't the main reasons
he will be the nominee. In a word: ''Time."

-c1~!u~~rH:

worry about the dreaded Arbitron ratings. The station could play
classical, jazz, new age, reggae, blues, punk and any other music
formats that are ignored by the local commercial stations for fear
of not being able to get the top advertising dollar.
Right now the only formats available on Valley radio are
country, Top-40, Spanish, pseudo-album-oriented rock and easy
listening. There are worlds of music out there that are alien to
many Valley listeners, music superior to anything on the local
airwaves. Each format could have its own time slot
There are endless possibilities in the types of programs to be
offered. Student organizations could announce meetings and
events. President Nev1rez could give regular "fireside chats."
There could even be a call-in radio talk show.
Communications broadcast students could gain invaluable
experience working on the station. The training gained working
on the station will give these students a head start in the highly
competitive field of broadcasting. The university has a TV studio
for communications courses; why not add a radio station that
would not only be functional but educational?
The obvious call letters for the station are KPAU. When
spoken, the name sounds like sound effects from the old "Batman" series: BAM! SPLAT! KPAU!
For now KPAU is but a dream, an idealization in a young
writer's mind. The probability of getting funding for this project
is slim, with all the budget cuts going on right and left at this
university. Nevertheless, the need still exists for KPAU. For now,
the airwaves of PAU will remain stagnant.
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'The Pan ATf!l!ric~" welcomes reader input from students,
faculty and wuverszty staff members in the "Reader's Voice"
letters column.
. "Reade(s Voice" exists as a forum to freely express ideas,
vzews, grzevances and other matters readers may wish to share.

LETTER GUIDELINES:
•The _de~dJine for submitting letters is noon the Monday prior
to publication.

•All letters must be signed and include the writer's major,
classification or job title. The writer's address and telephone
number must also be included for verification. Letters without
the writer's signature will not be published. Names may be
withheld upon request.
•Letters should be typed, double-spaced and not exceed 250
words (about a page) in length.
•All lef:1ers will run as is, without corrections by the editor.
Letter wnters must clean up their own spelling and grammatical
errors. "The Pan American," however, reserves the right to
edit letters for libelous statements.
•Letters may be submitted at the Student Publications Office
E~aH~IOO
'

See 'Reader's Voice' page 6
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tourney begins Madness·
1

By GILBERTO REYES, JR.
Sports Editor
As CBS has been exhorting all
week long, March Madness, that
time of the year when the NCAA
invites 64 ofits favorite schools to
compete for college basketball's
national championship, has begun.
The Madness has to have been
building since March of 1987,
when the angry words of an
anonymous Syracuse player, who
had just seen Indiana freshman
KeithSmartsinka 12-footjumper
to sink his team, found a home in .
the pain he felt at that moment.
"Just wait 'til next year," he
musthavesaid. And the scramble
began.
Since then, every college team
has been preparing for the Madness.
Some coaches, like Notre
Dame's Digger Phelps, spent the
last year working on the mechanics of the game. In Phelps' case,
it was trying to find more ways to
sneak the ball into the hands of
All-Ameri~an guard David Rivers.
Others spent their time trying to
work on a scheduling that would
help their get to the NCAA tournament.
Louisville Coach Denny Crum
began his team's march towards
the Madness by scheduling the
finest teams in the country to
prepare his team for the
tournament's stiff competition.
And then others, namely Nevada-Las Vegas' Coach Jerry
Tarkanian ("Tark, Tark the
scheduling shark" as he is known
to other college coaches), answered the same problem by
scheduling the nation's weaker
teams so as to keep UNLV's record impeccable.
And after all the preparation,
the 64 teams, who and where they
will play, and how they are
seeded, have been set.
To no one's surprise, Syracuse
and Indiana are both back, al-

1 Oklahom,1

Meyer has brought his DePaul •
Blue Demons into the NCAA 's •
I
h6 T•M.Ch
16 L.tligh
every year he has coached there.
I
Then there's the Wolfpack of
8 Auburn
8 G-tovn
1r@(Y][f[ru(g] [M)@[rufr
Nonh Carolina St., who are led by
I
I
9 L1. St.
I
l9Bndi.y
Jim Valvano, widely considered
SO..T~
the best bench coach during tour:S Loutsvill•
I
nament play, and gutsy senior
I
12 lov1 St. I
,
guard
Vinny Del Negro.
112 Oregon St.
4 lndill'l1
And of course, it just wouldn't
4BYU
I
be the NCAA's without Dean
13 Richmond I
SmithandtheNonhCarolinaTar ·•·
20utc.
EAST
lt3
N.C.
Chit
t.
SOUTHEAST
Heels. Theyseemtohavebeenin · ·
2K•ntucky
I
I S Boston U. 1
the tournament every year since ~
I
115 Southern
before the dawn of man, and are
7SMU
7 Mar11l•nd
pinning their hopes on the strong
I
I
0 Notr• DIIM,
inside
play of 19-year-old sopho110 UC-S.B.
more center J.R. Reid.
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There were also some notable
I
I
absences,
led by former power111
Ark1nsa
s
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house
UCLA.
3 lllmois
3 S,,,rlOUst
After winning a sickening ,
I
I
I 14 UTSA
numberofNCAAtitles(10ina12
4N.C. A&.T I
NCAA CHAMPION
year span), the Bruins have fallen
upon hard times, missing the . ,
tournament every year since
1 Arizon,1
1984. No wonder John Wooden
1 Purdu•
I
looks
so old.
I
116 Corn•ll
6 Fr.-Dio. I
Other notable absences are
New Orleans and Louisiana
8 S•ton H,111
BB11,11or
Tech,
both from the newly
I
I
9 MtmphtsSt. 1
formed American South Confer19UTEP
S OtPIU1.
ence. The ASC had no automatic
5 IO'W,I
I
bid
this year, and because of their '
I
2 \v'ichit,1 St.1
relatively w,eakschedules, as well · ·
112 Fl,1. St.
4 KlrlSls St.
as a lack of notoriety, kept them
4 UNL\I
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out of the party.
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I
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2 Pitt
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half
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vited,
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I
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eight schools to the tournament.
14 Mun-111 St.,
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pion Kentucky and include Lou- ·
Temple Owls, who captured the
tournament in recent years and
though neither seem as strong as
And then there's Bradley, the isiana St, Vanderbilt, Florida and
No. 1 ranking early this year and
this one was no exception.
last year.
champions ofthe Missouri Valley Auburn.
refused to give itup, despite being
Conference, who are led by the
The Atlantic Coast Conference
one of me-smallest schools in the
Instead, new teams have come
, Freshman guard Marie Macon. nation's leading scorer, Hersey sentfourofits teams into the hunt
tournament.
. , «,
to the forefront of the college
~as been Temple's big gun this Hawkins.
for the national championship, asyear, leading the Owls and the
hoops scene.
did the Big 8 and Big 10.
The Owls have been relied on
By far, the biggest surprise of
nation's freshmen in scoring with
A lot of familiar names are also
See 'NCAA' page 6
them all are John Chaney's
top players to carry them to the
an average of 19 points per game. in the tournament this year. Joe
I
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Tracksters tune up for meet
ByMARKMAY .
Sports Writer
.
"It's a big meet in terms of the
quality of the schools that will be
there," said Coach Reid Harter
said of the Texas Southern Relays
beginning in Houston today.
Carl Lewis, former University

of Houston sprinter and Olympic
gold medalist, competed at this
tournament in college.
Harter said the Broncs emphasis in the meet will be two-fold.
Not only will the Broncs be tuning up for the conference meet
beginning on Apr. 29 in

~-~-~~,

HOME
Today through Saturday-Broncs face cream of the
crop-Pan Am competes in its second tournament in as many
weeks as they host Miami (OH), Texas Southern, St. Johns of
New York, Kansas and nationally ranked Michigan in the 1988
Citrus Tournament.
Pan Am has already won thefr first three games in the tournament, blanking Miami 1-0, outscoring Texas Southern 10-6 and
out-finessing St. Johns 4-2.
The Broncs face ninth-ranked Michigan today at 7 p.m. at the
Fieldhouse. The Wolverines, who are 1-4, have yet to get their
defense in synch with their pitching, a fact that was made
painfully apparent to Coach Bud Middaugh last Sunday against
third-ranked Texas.
Although left-hander Jim Abbott, Michigan's ace and last
year's winner of the Sullivan award for pitching excellence, took
the beating for Michigan against .the Longhorns, Middaugh says
the outing was not a reflection of his ability.
"Our defenses had some lapses against Texas, but that had
nothing to do with Jim's stuff," Middaugh said.
Abbott himself agreed with Middaugh, saying it's more than
early season jitters that are plaguing the Wolverines.
"We've been having some problems on defense that just
haven't worked themselves out, he said.
"We just don't know what it is."
Middaugh had hinted that Abbott might not be able to go
against the Broncs because of the high number of pitches he threw
against Texas Sunday, but Abbott dispelled that rumor.
"I will start tomorrow."
Pan Am will close the tournament with 7 p.m. starts both Friday
and Saturday. The Broncs play Texas Southern tomorrow and
fini sh the tournament against St. Johns.
AWAY

Mar. 18 and19-Broncs compete in Houston Pan Am's
track team, fresh off a two-week stint that has seen them set a bevy
of school records, will compete in the University of Texas-San
Antonio Roadrunner Invitational meet
The Broncs will use the meet as a chance to tune up for the
conference meet in Jonesboro, Ark. on Apr. 29-30.
Mar. 18-19 Netters try to catch Roadrunners Pan
Am's tennis team travels to San Antonio to compete in the
University of Texas-San Antonio Roadrunner Invitational.
The Broncs will be looking to improve on their good performances of the past Lwo weeks.

Jonesboro, Ark., they will also
seek to improve individual performances. "We 're looking for
more school records and improvement on personal bests, "
Pan Am will be looking to
improve their performance ofthe
past few weeks, where school
records have been broken with
frequency.
During Spring Break, the
Broncs broke a slew of school
records at the Border Olympics in
Laredo.
Monica Wesley triple jumped
37 feet, 7.5 inches to win first
place and set a new school record.
- Nancy Mireles also won the
1500 meter run by posting a nonrecord time of 4:45.2.

See 'Track' page 6

Mowing 'em down-Broncs pitcher Mike Eckert is shown during his four-hit shutout of Miami (OH). Pan
Am won the first game of their own tournament 1-0. (Photo by Carlos Vasquez)

Broncs improve record over break
. ByMARKMAY
Sports Writer
The Broncs baseball team
played six games in seven nights
last week to finish second in the
Palm Valley Tournament. This
week another marathon of games
are scheduled at Jody Ramsey
Stadium for the Citrus Tournament in which Pan Am is off to a
3-0 start going into the game with
Kansas last night. Overall, the
Broncs are 16-9.

Central Michigan 11
Pan American
0
Pan Am began the Palm Valley
Tournament inauspiciously when
Central Michigan shellshocked
the Broncs, 11-0. Pan Am left 11
men on base in its first home defeat of the year.

Pan American 3
Oklahoma
0
Santana Gana was a Bronc
hero Tuesday , March 8, when he
pitched a 3-0 shutout of 16th
ranked Oklahoma. Gana gave up
two hits and needed a mere 72
pitches in his best performance
ever.

Pan American 17 S
Arkansas State 3 3
HerbErhardt'sthree-runhomer

in the bottom ofthe ninth gave the
Broncs a two-game sweep of

conference rival Arkansas State
onThursday. TheBroncswonthe
firstgameeasily, 17-3. Trailing32 in the twilight game, Coach Al
Ogletree elected not to bunt with
two on and no one out. Erhardt
socked it over right field into a 25mph wind.

Pan American 7
Arkansas State 3
The Broncs rose to 3-0 in the
American South Conference by
bucking the Indians, 7-3, Friday
night. Danny Kennedy improved
to 3-2 with the win.

Central Michigan 11
Pan American
1
Saturday, the Broncs had a
chance to win the Palm Valley
Tournament but those hopes were
crushedbyCentralMichigan, 111. The Cippewas won the tourney
while Pan Am settled for second.

Citrus Tournament
Pan American 1
Miami of Ohio 0
The Broncs blanked the Miam:
ofOhio Redskins, 1-0, behind the
expert pitching ofMike Ecken, 42, in the first oftwo for the Broncs
Monday.

Pan American 10
Texas Southern 6
In the night cap, Mark Giusti
struggled for the win, 3-1, while •
freshman Loy Gillis earned his
second save. The high-flying offense manufactured six runs in the
sixth.
Pan American 4

St. Johns

2

The Broncs win their third
straight and improve to 16-9 for ·
theyearwiththe4-2triumphover .
the Redmen. Brian Smock's two ,

See 'Baseball' page 6

ABORTION • PREGNANCY TESTS & COUNSELING • REFERRALS
Confidential Services By Caring Professionals
When You Need To Make Personal Decisions
2220 Haine Drive, Suite 35

(512} 428-6242

Free Pregnancy Test
24 Hour Answering Service

Harlingen, Texas 78550

Abortion Agency
The Morning After Treatment

:Reproductive Services
... providing Choices in Reproductive Health Care Since 1973

Licensed By The Texas Depa!tment of Health

V

Se Habla Espanol
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Counseling
Continued from page l
rely on a friend's advice because
the requirements may not be the
same as their own," she said.
"Students must make sure they
spend a lot of time early in their
freshman year looking into what
is available, instead of deciding
on a major with little infonnation," Morse said. It helps to put
in some time and do volunteer
work to know what the field is all
about, she added.
Beginning freshmen who attend advisement sessions may
also qualify for a scholarship
awarded by the center. Two s~dents are nominated by the advisers based on grades, initiative,
financial need and an essay.

Baseball--

Track--Continued from page 5 - - - - - -

continued from page 5
"She caught a girl from UTSA
(Texas-San Antonio) in the last
five feet," Harter said of Mireles
run. "They had to use a photo
S Voice-continued from page 4 - - - - - - - - - - finish to decide the winner."
Monica Trevino finished third
in the discus with a school record
job to the best of his ability. It
He has devoted his entire life to
toss oft 24 feet, 10 inches., and set
seems that voters can forgive
the practice of law. He has been
anotherschoolmark, though only
you for mismanagement of t!1e
a practicing attorney for 35
finishing sixth, in the shot put
public funds. They can forgive with a toss of 36 feet, 11 inches.
years and in the process has
you for incompetence and they
acquired more legal knowledge
can
even forgive you for being
To the Editor:
than his successor will ever hope
crooked,
but the one thing that
It is with outrage and disgust
to have. He was practicing law
they
cannot
forgive you for is
that I write to you today. The
before his successor was even
people of Hidalgo County have
born. This man has given of
being honest and hardworking.
Calling it an "overall success,"
lost a great man. When the
himself unselfishly and how do
I know that in time, the people
Career
Placement and Planning
voters of Hidalgo County
we show our appreciation? Not
will see the error of their ways,
unseated Judge John F. DominCounselor Sylvia Camacho said
only do we unseat him, we elect but by then it is already too late.
guez, they lost one of the best
about 105 organizations and
in his place someone who
I know one thing is for sure, I
judges ever to serve the people
school
districts registered for the
couldn't even hold his briefs.
voted for the best man, but sadly
of Hidalgo County. I am proud
annual Career Day.
The question I am asking you is
the best mand did not win. Titis
"It'S:,ftt>t really confinned (the
to say that I have had the priviwhy? What did he do that was
just goes to prove that nice guys
lege and the honor to have
nµmber),
primarily because
finish last.
so bad as to deserve this insult?
~e•re
looking
at possibly some
known Judge Dominguez since I The answer is nothing but do his
John T. Dufr-ee ·
was knee high to a grasshopper.
people that might not have regisBarrelling along-A contestant races around the barrels at the Hidalgo County Sheriff's Posse's annual
open rodeo March 5 and 6. (Photo by Jay Lewis)

Reader'

DuPree
outraged

Donna's Javier Gallardo, like
Wesley, finished sixth and set a
new Pan-Am standard in the shot
put with a launch of 46 feet, six
inches.

run inside-the-park home run in
the second sparked the offense
while Dave Kandra improved to
4-1 on the mound.
Wednesday night, the Broncs
faced Kansas. Tonight, Michigan
is the foe, while Texas Southern is
slated for Friday and St. Johns on
Saturday. All games begin at 7
p.m. at Jqdy Ramsey Stadium.

Harter played up the performances of Wesley and Mireles by
saying "we haven't had two
champions at the Border Olympics in years ...if ever."

Career Day called 'success·

NC.AA-Continued from page 5
The Southwest Conterence,
though not as strong as in the past,
sent three teams, conference
champion Southern Methodist, as
well as the two teams that finished
behind them in the regular season
and the tournament, Arkansas
and Baylor.
The Pacific Athletic Conference 10 and the Western Athletic
Conference also sent three teams.
Finally, there are the darkhorses, those teams who are not
expected to do anything, and then
get uppity and actually threaten to
snatch the championship.
This year, it seems that the darkhorscs could come outofthe West
and Midwest regions.
In the West, Loyola-Maymount
boasts the highest scoring offense
in the country, and could easily
pull off an upsctintheirfirstgame
against WAC champion Wyoming.
In the Midwest, look out for
Xavier of Ohio. They are young,
strong, and open against Danny
Manning and the enigmatic Kansas Jayhawks. With a couple of
breaks, they could go a long way.
So, you 're probably asking.
who's gonna win?
I shall, with great fear in heart,
nonetheless set my money on
Gene Keady's Purdue Boilermakers, who have been on the
verge of winning the tournament
eversince 1985. It'sagutfeeling,
but sometimes those are the best
ones.
VIVIAN S FLOWER SHOP
116 NORTH 12TH STREET
(on the square)
CARNATIONS 75C EACH
ICE CREAM SODA BOUQUET $10.95
383-0871
EDINBURG

PHOTOGRAPHER
WANTED

tered due to their being lost or
coming in through the back
door," Camacho said.
School districts and federal
agencies were the main participants of Career Day this year, the
Placement Office reported.
About 3,000 to 5,000 students,
including neighboring high
school students and the general

Must be familiar with 35 mm photography
and B&W processing.

eel

Applications at Emilia Hall Room 100.

Mexican Food to Go

. U11lley Wide

STUDENT SPECIAL
1 P,no OR 1 CltAlupA, SpANislt RicE,
RANCltERO BEANS. Sl .} ~
MARCH SPECIAL
2 PATos of rl,E SAME l<iNd,
SpANisl, RicE, RANcltERO BEANS
& 12 oz. Cob

FOR ONlY $2.29 - ~ - BREAKFAST SPECIAL
Cltoou 2 EGG PATOS of ThE SAME kiNd,
RdRiEd BEANS, Till 11 4.M. - Sl.49

TRY 'EM . • . . . YOU'LL LOVE 'EM
Now opEN ON NoRTlt lOTI, foR
FASTER SERViCE

CALL 682-1~76

A. M. -

8

There's a new car from Japan
on the American road. Charade, by
Daihat.su. An affordable ear with the
quality and deganCt' of much more
expensive cars.
The car is Charade. The
('Ompany is Daihateu, pronounced
Di-hoi;eue, a household name in
over 130 countries. In Japanese,
DAI means "Large" and HATSU
means "Enterprise." Literally,
Daihateu mPans Large Enterprise.
A BIG name for a GREAT company,
in business for over eighty (8Qt years,
sin<'e 1907.

And now in Ameri!·a, Daihat•;u's
Charadf" ha-; an EPA rating of 38
MPG city and 42 MPG highway.•
Thi' interiors are perfe<tly rnlor•
<·0<mlinatf'd.The 11uality of workmanship is impe('<"ahli-.ThP Plf'i,?;ant
sly ling of it<; wide srnlpluri-<l body is
statf'-of-the-art in automotive df'sign.
In fact, thi- criti('s are alri-ady
rf'ferring to Daihatsu's Charadf' a<;
thf' "class of il8 class."
Get behind the wheel of a
Winner, al your ni-arby Daihalsu
Di-aler, today!

The amazing Charadi- has a
track record of pPrforman<'e provf'n
around the world for over a de('adi-:

Ytm 'IL think thP world of/Jaihatsu.

IN EDINBURG

!I

l\cR05S FROM PAN AM
ON UNiVERSiTy DRiVE
Also iN McAllEN, MiuioN,
BROWNSVillE, WESlACO, &
HuliNGU•

OPEN DAILY
]

ofa inner!

FOR FASTER SERVICE
CALL J8J--072J

SPECIALIZING IN HAND-MADE
FLOUR TORTILLAS ON THE
PREMISES.

All food coolud FRnlt
d4ily. NoTltiNG FROZEN!

This year Career Day was for
the first time in quite a while held
on a Wednesday. Camacho said
the rescheduling of activity period on Tuesdays and Thursdays
forced them to move the event to
a another day.

h
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public, attended the event,-Camacho said.
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Charles Clark Chevrolet, And Dalhatsu
10th & Ash St., McAllen 686-5441
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Regents dump agenda,
law school dean quits
By.EDWIN AGUILAR
Managing Ecltor

The Board of Regents meeting
yesterday came to a halt and the
dean of the Reynaldo G. Garza
School of Law resigned after a
regent moved to scrap all but two
items on the agenda.
Regent Shan Rankin rose to a
point of order, saying regents had
not received their agendas or
packets describing agenda items
at least seven days prior to the
meeting, as specified by Board
bylaws.
Chair Lauryn Gayle White
ruled against Rankin, but the
point was appealed and passed by
a ,roll-call vote. Regents Berta
Perez-Linton, Horacio Barrera,
Margaret McAllen and White
voted against the motion.
Some 30 supporters of the
Reynaldo G. Garza School of
Law-includingJudgeReynaldo 1
G. Garza, Rep. Juan Hinojosa,
Rep. Renato Cuellar, Rep. Eddie
Lucio, Judge Joe B. Evans and
Judge Hector Villarreal-attended the meeting to urge regents to lease space to the schOQl.

An item on the scrapped agenda
had been the leasing of space to
the law school. The school is
attempting to meet standards set
by American Bar Association for
accreditation, one ofwhich is law
library space.
Law school Dean Michael
DeMoss addressed the board after
the agenda had been changed.

"I leave you with the law
school- you can tear it down or
finish the project," he said.
DeMoss then announced his
resignation as dean of the school:
He said, "Ifl am the problem with
the law school, then I am leaving
it"
White was visibly angered by
Rankin's move, but said she was
not surprised by the action.
"We heard this was going to
happen," she said. "The rumors
were going around."
Rankin defended her actions by
saying regents "are presented
with a long agenda" and are not
given ample time "to deal with it
intelligently."

She said she was unable to prepare fully for intelligent discussion on the law school issue.
"I knew the law school was
going to be on the agenda , but I
absolutely had to drag it out ofthe
staff member (Administrative
Assistant to President Nev4rez
Carol Rausch) that it was going to
be on the agenda," she said.
Carol Rausch said she did not
try to withhold any information
from Rankin, but in fact did inform her of the item.
"I wasn't hiding it," Rausch
said. "I do not set the agenda. At
the time I spoke to her the final
agenda was not finalized."
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After the move, only two items
remained on the agenda: selection of a depository bank and the
consideration of tenure for a
PAU-Brownsvilleprofessor.
The board approved granting a
bid to Texas Commerce Bank as
the depository for PAU accounts.
Consideration of granting tenure to Brownsville professor Dr.
William Wilkinson was tabled
until the next meeting, April 15.
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Final deadline nears
for campus elections
By PANFILO GARCIA
Staff Writer
Noon Monday is the deadline
for students to file for candidacy
in the General Campus Elections
for positions in the Student Government Association (SGA),
University .Program Board (UPB)
and the Student Affairs Advisory
Committee (SAAC).

Filing applications are available at UC 205 or UC 314. The
election itself will be held April
13 and 14.
SGA positions available in-

elude president and vice president Senate positions include
sophomore senators, three jumor.
senators, four senior senators and
one graduate senator.
UPB positions available in.elude president, vice president,
and vice president of the general
membership. To qualify for the
president and vice president positions, a candidate must have
served one year on the UPB executive committee.
A senator representing UPB at
the student senate will also be ·
elected.

Any student mayjoin UPB as a .
regular member witltout runfifflg
for a postioIL
Three seats on the Student Affairs Advisory Committee will be
on the ballot because of recent
legislation passed by the Texas
Legislature.
This legislation requires the
committee, which approves the
budgeting of the student services
fees, to have a majority student
membership. Three other seats
Furry friend--Young Gabriela Rodriguez, visiting from Monterrey, Mexico, takes a nap
on the committee will be filled by
on the lap of Eugene Cruz, La Plaza Mall's Easter bunny. (Photo by Carlos Vasquez)
appointment

Valley Democrats, Republicans choose delegates
By EDWIN AGUILAR'
Managing Editor
County Democrats and Republicans Saturday chose delegates
to their state conventions, the final step before choosing delegates to the national conventions
of the summer.
Hidalgo County Democratic
Otainnan Richard Alamia said
the Democratic convention, held
attheFineAnsAuditorium, "was
,probably one of the best we've
ever had in Hidalgo county."
More than 600 delegates attended.
County delegates, chosen at
precinct conventions the night of

Super Tuesday, chose only delegates to represent Gov. Michael
Dukakis and the Rev. Jesse
Jackson at their state convention
in Houston June 17-18.
The otherDemocratic hopefuls,
Sen. Albert Gore, Sen. Paul Simon and Rep. Richard Gephardt,
were shunned by delegates, receiving no delegates to the state
convention
Alamia said more than 25 resolutions were passed, ranging from
a condemnation of President
Ronald Reagan's Central American policy to a pledge to help
Texas educators by raising salaries.

"It was a very enthusiastic convention," Alamia said.
Dr. Sam Freeman, associate
professor of political science,
wasoneofthemorethan 15 delegates chosen to represent the
Jackson campaign.
"I am happy and feel very fortunate to be a delegate. I will
represent the interests of Jesse
Jackson at the state convention to
the fullest of my ability," Freeman said.
The remaining delegates, about
sixty according to Alamia, went
to current frontrunner Dukakis.
1be Republican convention,
heldattheHidalgoCountycourt-

house, ran a lengthy seven hours
as Pat Robertson supporters
showed up enmasse in support of
their candidate.
Republican Party County
Chainnan Elect Tom Wingate
said that despite the surprising
turnout of Robenson supporters,
"there was never a confrontation
between the two camps."
The convention, he said, "went
real well." Wingate did admit he
was concerned about how the
convention would operate with
the heavy influx of Robertson
fans.
"I was worried," he said, "a
majority of the delegates were

Robertson supporters."
The anticipated trouble did not
materialize, as he said "everyone
came with the idea of compromise and reconciliation."
Wingate said the reason for the
time overrun was one oflogistics,
not one caused by inner-party
squabbling.
"It's hard to seat more than 400
people in an auditorium which
only hold 230," he said.
Some 40delegates were chosen
from the Robertson camp, although party rules, which are
based on a winner-take-all system, dictate delegates must vote
for George Bush on the first two

ballots of the state convention.
This is due to Bush's win in the
Texas Republican primary. No
delegates were chosen to represent Sen. Robert Dole of Kansas.
Delegates from both conventions will play pivotal roles in
choosing the nominee for their
respective parties. Republican
delegates are expected to choose
vice president Bush by an overwhelmingmarginat theirconvenlion. Democrats probably will
need to bargain amongst themselves as party faithful attempt to
pull a nominee from what pundits
expectto be a deadlocked national
convention

Faculty Senate
'Rio' wins All-American award
discusses tenure
a ass

By MARY EDNA QUIROZ
requirements.forthatdepartment,
Staff Writer
which are necessary for a faculty
A new tenure policy was the member to be awarded tenure.
main topic discussed at the Fae- This would let faculty members
ulty Senate meeting last week. know what they have to do in
The proposal was presented by order to meet the minimum retheJointFaculty-Administration quirements for tenure. The reTenure Committee.
quirements will go through a
Dr. Samuel Freeman of the school committee and the deans.
political sciencedepaI1111ent, who
• A faculty Illember cannot be
presented the proposal said, "In heldto anychange intheperformtenns of language, we have a far ance level, which have been made
superior document than origi- within the last two years before
nally. We cleaned the language the yearof his final tenure.
up and simplified it to make it
•The final tenure review l ear ·
consistent"
will be the sixth year of emp oyTenure assures faculty mem- ment If the faculty member is
bers they will be able to perfonn recommended for tenure, his tentheir professional institutional
ure will become effective begm
· responsibilities without fear of ning the seventh year. However,
dismissal, except for adequate if he is denied tenure, the seventh
cause.
ear is a tenninal year. (The proFreeman pointed out there are Y
many differences between the posed policy adds another year for
current Tenure policy and the the faculty member to build a
committee 's proposal.
record necessary to attain tenure).
The proposed policy states:
• The proposal provides for a
university tenure committee that
• Each department will e stab_1i_sh_the_m_inun_·
_um
__pe_rfi_orm_an_
ce__
See
__'T_e_n_u_re_'_p_a_g_e_6___\____.

By CYNTHIA GONZALEZ
Staff Writer
The fall 1986 and spring 1987
issues of "Rio" magazine have
received a final rating of AllAmerican withfour-starsthrough
the National Critical Service of
the National Scholastic Press
Association (NSPA) at the University of Miimesota.
Paul Buys, of Critical Services
3t the University of Minnesota,
said, 'That puts "Rio" in the top
15 percent of all those received
nationally."

"Rio" magazine had earned a
rating with two Marks
First
of Distinction in the original
competition.

More than 150 colleg~ and university magazines nationwide
received this award of which 22
were upgraded to All American.
1be award is given to those publications which have mastered basic journalistic techniques.
Magazines receiving AllAmeric.in are automatically entered in the PacemakerCompeti-

tion to be judged by the American
Society of Magazine Editors.

In this competition, magazines
are placed in one of two categories, literary art orgeneral interest
feature. "Rio" has been entered as
a general interest magazine.
Six of the 22 magazines will be
chosen as national pacemakers,
three from each category. The
magazines are looked at and
judged head-to-head by a panel of

Judges from across the country
whoareprofessionaleditors. 1be
top six magazines will also be
featured in "Trends in Publication," a national publication by
NSPA.

The magazines are currently
beingjudged and the results of the
competition will be announced in
late April
This is the first time "Rio" has
been entered in NSPA 's national
competition

Installments, loans due March 30
All
fi
d
payments orstu entemergency loans and 1·nsta11ment plan
loans must be repa1·d by Thurs
day March 30
'
·
Loans can be repa1·d anyt1·me
bcforeMarch30atthePaying and
CollectionsOfficeintheAdministration Building between the
hours of 8 a.m. and 4:30 p.m.
Monday through Thursday or
between 8 a.m. and noon on Fridays.

....

."

The University's Comptroller's
Office will set up in Room 115 of
the Student Services Building
from 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. on
March 30 to receive payments.
Students who fail io repay the
loans could be withdrawn from
the current semester, will be prohibited from en.rolling in the future and will be subject to collection measures.

....

--

'

...._

-

-

The emergency loan fund for
the payme~t of tuition and fees is
a revolving fund so payments
from current students provide the
source of loans for future students.
About 1200 Pan American students took out the loans during
enrollment last January. The
average loan amount was about
$350, said Juan Mata, financial
aid accountant.

"The Pan Amf rican"
will not be published
next week
because of the
Easter Holidays.
The next issue
will be available

Apr il 7.

. 'Rio' announces photo contest winners
By CYNTHIA GONZALEZ
Staff Writer
'lbe five winners of "Rio"
magazine's Parting Shots pho-

tography contest, sponsored by
the publication and Britton's
Photo Supply in McAllen, have
been announced.
Naema Jo Karam, whose
photo featured a head shot of a
little girl shrugging her shoul• ders and smiling, took first place.
Karam is a junior majoring in
biology. 'lbe prize for first place
was a back-pack camera bag
· worth $120.
Teny Hartman won second
place with his close-up shot of
sea shells on the sand. He is a
sophomore majoring in physical

education. Hanman received
$30, two gift certificates from
Britton's for a 5 by 7 and an 8 by
10 enlargements of his winning
photo, and a color portrait worth
$15.95.
Third place went to Ofelia
Alvarez for her photograph of
chickens at a water trough made
from a hollow log. The picture
was taken in Hidalgo, Mexico.
Alvarez received $25 and a gift
certificate for a 5 by 7 and an 8
by 10 enlargement of the winning photo. Alvarez is a senior
majoring in radio and TV.
Xavier Romero and Eloy J.
Rodriguez received honorable
mention. Romero's photo featured his son sitting on railroad ·

tracks, facing away from the
camera and looking into the distance. Rodriguez' pioto captured sunsetover apond north of
_Edinburg.

·

Speakers are Associate Professor earl Carlan and Professor J.
L. Nichols, bothfromthedepartmem of school administration.
Topics to be discussed range
from competency tests for students and faculty, to bilingual
education, to the roles ofparents
in the schools.
Cartan and Nichols, along with
Dr. Alvin Kennedy, a Pan Am
professor who retired in December, set up a 39-question survey
dealing with Valley education.
They then trained and sent
graduate students out to random
houses in Hidalgo County and
asked residents the questions.
Answers were differentiated
according to many variables,

Wilson has previously worked

'
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rently heading a project to bring
improved health care facilities to
areas of economic hardsltip in
Mexico.
"lt's hard to sum up in a few
wordswhatwedo here,''MtLeod
said.
Puentes is currently involved in
revamping a water treatment
plant in a Reynosa subdivision.
Aside from that major project, the
organization helps to provide

;-----~I

ceives start-up funds for their
projects from the Presbyterian
church, then raises additional
funds to keep projects in
operation.

,,.,

The Meadows Foundation for Teaching Excellence Saturday
will host an all-day seminar/workshop for Region I teachers of
math, English and history in the CAS Building.
.
'lbe English workshop will consist of two sessions on literature
and composition and the seminar in history will focus on the use
of personal computers for social studies instruction.
.
The Meadows Program will also sponsor a three-hour ~ion
during the annual meetihg of the Rio Grande Valley Teachers of
Mathematics later this year in Weslaco.
The last seminar/workshop of the year will be April 23.

Rural Aid attorney to speak
Guadalupe Canales, an attorney for the Texas Rural Aid and an
advocate for rights of the handicapped will speak at a meeting of
Handicapped Against Needless Discrimination (HAND) Tuesday during activity period in the LRC Experimental Classroom.
Canales will speak on rights for the handicapped in public
school districts, colleges, universities and technical schools.
HAND, fonnerly Rights for the Handicapped, encourages all
political science, pre-law, sociology, social work, special education majors and other interested studems to attend.
For more infonnation, call Manuel Lopez, adviser, at the
sociology depanmem 381-3321.
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The National Science Foundation, through four biology professors, will sponsor a seminar on cellular genetics Tuesday at noon
in Science Auditorium 2.
Dr. Eduardo Saldafia Cantu will give a lecture titled "Oinical
and Research Aspects of the R.C. Philips Cytogenetics Laboratory" from noon to 1 p.m. and will be in SB 123 for discussion
with facl!!:y and students from 3:30 to 5 p.m. Tuesday and from
9 a.m. to noon and 2 to 4 p.m. Wednesday.
The seminar is funded through a National Science Foundation
Research Improvement in Minority Institutions grant to Professors Teny Allison, Frank W. Judd and Robert I. Lenard and
Associate Professor Robert J. Edwards of the biology depart-
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medical,childcareandfoodservices for residents in many of
Mexico'sbordercommmunities.
McLeod said Puentes is involved in helping communitieshelpthemselves, but it triesnotto
be the major factor in improving
community conditions.
"We try to help in the least intrusivemannerwecan,"McLeod
said.
The organization generally re-

------------~------~
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VIVIAN S FLOWER SHOP
I
116 NORTH 12TH STREET
I
(on the square)
I
CARNATIONS 75 c EACH
I
I
ICE CREAM SODA BOUQUET $10.95
383-0871

The University Program Board will sponsor its annual Easter
Egg hum Tuesday.
.
.
. .
Easter eggs containing a slip of paper with a pnze-wuuung
number on it will be hidden throughout the campus.
Students who find the eggs may tum them in at UC 205 no later
than S p.m. Students must presem a PAU ID to claim their pri7.es.
There is a limit ,.,; :'lree easter eggs per student
.
Prizes include stuffed animals, candy, coupons and movte
tickets.

Health Fair set April 4

such as last grade level of the
. person being questioned,
By SHARON DE LA GARZA
awareness ot" the detection and
whether the person had children
treatment of cancer. The Ameriin public schoolornot, and so on:
. ~:e:erHealth Service will canRedCrosshaveapresentation,
AIDS and Safety; and United
Carlansaideveryoneisinvited _ hold l·ts annual Health Fair Tues- on
Blood Services will perfonn
to attend the lecture, but"we will
day, April 4, between 10 a.m. and blood typing.
be addressing our comments to
4:30 p.m. in the University BallOchoa's Phannacy will have
them (graduate students), beroom.
medical self-care equipment and
cause those are the people that
The public is urged to attend to blood pressure testing and PAU's
did the study with us."
take advantage ofthe infonnation Speech and Hearing , Medical
and services being offered.
Technology, Nutrition, Physical
"We want to be very open
emTherapyProgramandCounseling
At
the
health
fair
special
aboutwhatwe'vefoundout,"he
phasis will be placed on mam- Services will each pelfonn their
added. "We're eager for people
magram
testing. Women inter- type of testing, screening, inforto ask questions. The questions
the initiative to mation and counseling.
ested
in
taking
that we raised here are questions
prevent
breast
cancer
may conSe all
1 ted 1·nfi ation
truly of community interest in
tact Esmeralda Garcia at 381xu Y re a
onn
will
be
presented
by groups as the
the lower Rio Grande Valley."
2551 for an appointment or fur- Hidalgo County Health DepartNichols said he and the other
ther infonnation. Mammagram ment, Planned Parenthood, Reprofessors plan to publish artesting will be $60.
rod cti s ·
fH rlin
u ve erviceso a gen,
Several groups at the fair will P
ticles on their findings, then reSouth Texas Family Planning,
peat the survey in four or five
years.
v~~~~~~~nki:~d.M.D.-will
transmitted
diseases.
present
Air Cushions for Life, a
They will be making presentaOrganizations involved include video on air cushions replacing
tions at national conferences this
the American Red Cross Society seat belts. Dr. Neller, a podiatrist,
spring.
Theatre, which will present dra- will have available care for feet
For more infonnation call
matic performances to raise and nails.
381-3462.
.,__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Puentes de Cristo leader to speak today
Puentes de Cristo Health Program Director Jim McLeod, will
speak on "Service Opportunities
in Mexican Marginal Communities" today duringactivityperiod,
inL*125. ·
The talk is co-sponsored by the
Student Sociology Organization
and Student BARCA.
McLeod has spent the last year
and a half working with lo,i:
marginados, people living on the
margin of society.
Puentes de Cristo is an organization which is aiding communities in Mexico help themselves.
"We have a loose confederation
with the Presbyterian church,"
McLeod said. McLeod is cur-

UPB to sponsor egg hunt

on '"Rio" as writer and photogra-

pher. '"We had some really nice
and good pictures entered," she
said.
Prizes for hononble mention
include $10 and a coupon for a
Photos were judged on the
free one-hour photo finish.
basis ofclarity, composition and
About 43 pictures were enoriginality. Judgesincluded Dr.
tered in the contest with a limit
James Hawley and Dr. George
ofthreephotosperstudent. One
McLemorc of the communicadons depanm~nt.. Joyce ~k,
contest requirement was that the
pictures had to be taken no ear- _ Student _Publications Adviser,
and Came Lee Grayson a comlier than last summer.
munications senior graduating
Shidey Wilson, photography
inMay.
contestcoordinator,saidmostof
Entrants may pick up their
the photos were entered at the
pictures on Monday at Emilia
last minute.
Hall 100.

Educators to lecture
By JESS SMITH·
.. $faff Writer
A lecture on Valley attitudes
towards education will be given
today from 5-7 p.m. in the Education Building, Room 117.

..I would have liked to have

seen more entries," she said.
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Theatre group ends season Tuesday
By C.M. POWELL
Editor

audience participation to convey
the moral that "it is better to give
than to receive."

Theater teamed up and did two
children's plays, and we had
wanted to continue with something this year."
"Pan Am doesn't have time to
coordinate and book in schools
'They get a very
and thatkind ofthing, whereas we
good close-hand
do,
we have that opportunity and
look at how it really
time
to prepare packets," she
is. I
added.
-Lee Hibbetts
"It's worked out very nicely,
The play is a cooperative effort actually, this was a pretty easy
between Pan American Univer- one to do all the way around,"
sity Theater and Theater McAl- she said.
'Tuey (the students) get a very
len, a community theatrical group
created through a merger of two good close-hand look at how it
other groups, Curtain Call Play- (theatre) really is: they're the
ers and the Valley International stage managers, they 're the costumers, they're the ones that're
Players.
running the props, they're the
Theater McAllen manager Lee actors, they're the drivers, all of
Hibbetts directed "Wishing that, the technicians as well,"
Place," which has run the month Hibbetts said.
of March at area schools.
Hibbetts said one student,
"We approached Pan American Ronnie Gilcrest, has also learned
under the auspices of Curtain Call to handle tour reservations and
Players a year ago," Hibbetts said.
has worked with preparing pack"Last year Curtain Call Players ets on show infonnation with
and Pan American University "essential elements."

The university Children's
Theater group closes its season
Tuesday with three showings of
"Come to the Wishing Place" in
the University Theater.
"Wishing Place" is the second
oftwo plays produced by COMM
4325, a class in Children's Theater. The first show, ''Tell Me A
• Story," was adapted from a series
of folk tales by Doug Cummins,
instructor for the course.
"Story" was partially funded by
a grant from the Texas Commission on the Arts (TCA).
Cummins said Pan American is
• the only university children's
theater in Texas which is part of
the TCA touring program.
"The department has made a
commitment to produce
children's theater," Cummins
said.
"Wishing Place" is geared to
grades K through 3rd. It relies on

"She's completely taken it
over, and what she's ended up
with is a fonnula to do this on her .
own some day if she had the
desire or the opportunity," Hibbetts said.
.
"Mostofthepeoplethatwe've
worked with are brand-new, they
don't know us, we don't know
them. And that itself is a learning experience," she added.
Hibbetts said about 3,500 children will have seen "Wishing
Place" bytheend ofit's 15-show
run.
She said the two theater
groups will operate independently next year, as Theater
McAllen works with its own
youth company and Pan American University Theater begins
its "Family Theater'' with
"You're A Good Man, Charlie
Brown" in May.
"Wishing Place" performances are set for 9 and 10 a.m.
and 1 p.m. in the University
lbeater. Seating is $1 per student.

'Gallery· magazine sets April 4 deadline
Duties of the students include
reviewing all the writing and artwork submitted, entering material in the computer, proofreading, and page layout.
Students are also required to
submit an entry of their own in at
least one category.·

By JESS SMITH
Staff Writer

All entries of poetry, prose,
short stories, artwork, and photographs, for"Gallery,"thecampus
art and literary magazine, must be
turned in by Monday, April 4 in
either CAS 211 or 266.
The magazine, published every
spring, is being edited and produced by students of Dr. Patricia
De La Fuente's English 3320
class.
De La Fuente said the objective
of the class is to give students
hands-on experience in putting
out a magazine.
"They (the class) learn how to
put together a magazine from
scratch," De La Fuente said.
'They start with nothing and end
with a magazine. I try to encourage the students to use their own
judgement. That's part of what
the class is all about.
"I try to create an atmosphere of
'we'reallinthistogether.' We're
like an editorial committee.
Rather than being the instructor,
I'm the chief editor."

"Gallery '88" is tentatively
scheduled to go on sale the first
week of May at CAS 266 and at
the university bookstores for $4.
Cash prizes will be awarded for
first, second, and third places in
poetry, prose, and artwork. Prire
money will be donated by ''The
Monitor'' of McAllen and the
English department faculty.
De La Fuente said the class is
composed of 13 students, but the
number has not been unlucky.
"For me, it's a lucky number,"
she said. 'Thisyearstudentshave
a lot of good ideas, enthusiasm,
and originality."
Mary Lopez, a past "Gallery"
staff member, said she found the
class to be as "a very rewarding
experience."

De La Fuente said a number of
good short stories have been submitted to "Gallery" this year, but
the magazine is not looking for
any one type or genre of work.

"We don't discriminate against
any style atall,"shesaid. "Wejust
want good work. If it is wellwritten, if it's a good story, and
it's well-told, we'll print it."

She said the magazine was open
to science fiction and mystery
stories, but haven't published
them in the past because "we
never get any."
De La Fuente said the class
prefers to have a surplus of submissions, especially artwork.
''Those (entries) we don't publish, we still appreciate very
much," she said.

Pianist to play Tuesday
The Visiting Artist Series will host pianist Janice K. Hodges in
a solo concert Tuesday at 8 p.m. in the Fine Arts Auditorium.
Hodges will play three B-flat major sonatas and a D minor
toccata by Domenico Scarlatti, "Fantasia in C Major" ("Wanderer") by Franz Schubert, three pieces by Johannes Brahms and
"Totentanz" by Franz Liszt
Admission is $3 for the general public and $2 for students and
senior citizens. For more infonnation call the music department
at 381-3471.

Orchestra, cellist to play
The Valley Symphony Orchestra and Chorale will perform
together at 8 p.m. Friday with guest cello soloist Claudio Jaffee
in the Fine Arts Auditorium.
Jaffee also will hold a residency perfonnance Thursday at noon
in the Fine Arts Recital Hall 1be recital/lecture is open to the
public free of charge.
Carl Seale will conduct the Orchestra in Beethoven's "Symphony No.5 in C Minor'' and "Concerto No. I in A Minor" for
· cello and orchestra by Camille Saint-Saens.
Ouistopher Munn will direct the Orchestra and Chorale in
"Nanie" by Johannes Brahms.
Concert tickets are available in McAllen at Melhart Music,
Valley Keyboards, Jones & Jones, and the Chambers of Commerce of Edinburg, Donna, Weslaco, and Harlingen.
Advance ticket prices are $7 for adults, $6 for senior citirens
and $5 for full-time students. Ticket prices at the door will be $1
higher in each category. The box office opens at 7 p.m.
The concert is sponsored by the South Texas Symphony Association and PAU. For more information call 381-8682.

Raimo to give concert

Writers to host talk
The Rio Grande-Valley Write~
Guild will host a soup and sandwich luncheon seminar Saturday
titled "Writing for Publication"
from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. on the third
floor of the McAllen State Bank.
Seminar speakers will include
experienced Valley writers and
publishers, said Writers Guild
President Vera Erickson.
Advanced registration for the
seminar is $10. Students with
university ID will admitted for
$5. Those interested are encour-

The Faculty Artist Series will feature Dr. John Raimo on piano
April 5 at 8 p.m. in the Fine Arts Auditorium.
Raimo will perfonn musical selections by composers from the
past three centuries.
aged to register early. For more
"Rondo in F Major" by Wolfgang A. Mozart will open the
infonnation,ca11Ericksonat787- evening's entertainment
6S23.
This will be followed by Frediric Chopin's "Ten Mazuraks"
Erickson said the focus of the
Ludwig
van Beethoven's ·"Sonata in C Major, Opus 2, No. 3";
seminar is helping beginning
"Fantasy"
by Robert Schumann and "Sonata No. 7" by Sergey
writers to get their first manuscript published. Speakers will Prokofiev.
General admission is $3, $2 for students and senior citizens.
discuss how to find markets for
·manuscripts, how to submit their - .....,..
work to editors and how to write r-:;:;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;:;;;;;:;;;;;;;;;;;:;;;;:.:;;;:.:;;;:;;;:--7
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See 'Writers' page 6

An error was made in the March 17 edition of ''The Pan
American" in a story on the CAS Gallery exhibit this month.
Rodd Lewis was incorrectly given .credit for sculptures of
female figures. The artist responsible for the work is actually Phil
Fletcher.
'The Pan American" regrets any inconvience or misunderstandings that may have resulted from this error.

Dorothy McCoy, Judy Veach and
Marge Otto.
The welcoming address will be
given by Otto, a playwright and
the host of 'The Winter Texan
Report" on KRGV TV.
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IFE is full of little surprises.
A week ago today, I was told I was the new editor of
'"The Pan American."
It was a bloodless revolution. Randy Klutts' motivation for
stepping down as editor was not political but academic-he
wanted to graduate in this century.
In spite of new leadership, the content of '"The Pan American" will not change in any obvious ways.
The fonnat and structure will remain the same. To the best
of our ability, we will continue to print what we consider to be
news, focusing on campus events.
What we print is largely affected by the makeup of our
readership, the students, faculty and staff of Pan American
University.
Our editorial policy is also the same. As far as letters are
concerned, we will print any we feel to be honest expressions
of opinion written by our readers.
Our staff, other than a little editorial shuffling, has not
changed either. For the most part, the writers, photographers
et. al. are unruffled by the shake-up, although the new managing editor (Edwin Aguilar) has requested that I not read
Macchiavelli 's '"The Prince."
In case anyone is dying of suspense about our budget, we
received about $9,000 from the Student Affairs Advisory
Committee last week. We still lack about $2,000, which we
are trying to get from Academic Affairs.
So keep those tuition dollars rolling in.

Fight for equality continues
,l_ S

..1-1:

students in the pursuit of knowledge, we've all
learned about the great leaders of America.

PNP threat to
political health
A

We recognize many famous rebels who helped settle this land
of ours and provided the rights now guaranteed by our
Constitution. The names of George Washington. Alexander
Hamilton and John Adams invoke a feeling of pride and glory, of
strife, battle and victory. We have read about them in our history
books and often placed them in our hearts.

PNP.

In the 1960s another kind of revolution occuqed. The fight was
waged for a different kind of freedom, a sep~ kind of justice.
You may recall how men like Martin Luther King Jr. marched
and gave their lives so that all men might be treated as equals. And
yet, even King seems little more than a distant memory.
_ The black movement of the 60s was prominent in the battle for
civil rights, but there was also a strong, though less-organized,
Chicano movement.
Cesar Chavez was and remains much involved in the movement
and his name is easily recognized, but there are others whose
names are not so well known. One such person is Jose Angel
Gutierrez.
·

The Open Window

N epidemic is running rampant through America today-a disease that if it carried the consequences of
AIDS would soon decimate the entire population.
This disease is called Political non-Participation, or simply

By ED CANTU
Columnist
,., ...."

,

Common symptoms of PNP include the uttering of phrases ....
like "I'm too busy to vote,"" I didn't get a chance to register''
or the ever-so-common "It doesn't matter anyway."
Other symptoms include lounging around the house on
election day, a functional inability to tell left from right and a
complete lack of interest in the workings of the government .
Although PNP is not fatal, the end results are disturbing.
Those stricken with PNP often become unwitting supporters
of bad policies and, even worse, government by virtue of tacit
approval.
Whole communities have been seized by this disease, resulting in power-hungry, self-interested politicians sleazing to the
top of the political heap. All you have to do is look at the city
of McAllen for proof of that.
You can build up an immunity to PNP, however. The best
way is to leap onto the political bull and ride that sucker. You
can get involved in a political party, aid in a campaign, run for
mayor or simply write a congressperson. Who knows? He may
write back.
Don't be the next victim of PNP. Take preventive action
and take it now.

Gutierrez will be speaking on campus Thursday, April 7 at 7
p.m. in the University Ballroom. He is being sponsored by the
campus political science, sociology and history departments.
In addition, he is backed by student organizations such as the
Sociology Student Organization, the Political Science Association, the Social Worlc Cub and the Young Democrats.
-The talk is open to the public and donations are being accepted.
The fight for equality is far from over. The battles continue.
Though the strategies and the participants may be changing, the
issues remain the same. Our generation must continue the fight
We can learn a lot from an experienced general like Jose Angel
Gutierrez.
Gutierrez rose to national prominence during the late 60s when
he and a group of fellow students founded the Mexican-American
Youth Organization (MAYO) at St. Mary's College in San
Antonio. Gutierrez was a controversial figure because of his
tactics to attack the "gringo" establishment to call attention to
their movement in Texas. He may be best remembered for his
statement at a press conference to "Kill the Gringo!"
The purpose of MAYO was to increase awareness among
Chicanos and then confront the establishment. Out of MA YO
·emerged the La Raza Unida Pany, of which Gutierrez was cofounder. He also helped organize the Mexican American Unity
Council in San Antonio.
Eventually Gutierrez received a B.A. from Texas A&I University, an M.A. from St Mary's University, and Ph. D. from the
University of Texas at Austin, with all his fonnal training in
government.
Currently , Dr. Gutierrez is the Executive Director of the Texas
Rural Legal Foundation and attends the University of Houston
Bates Law Center.

Al opens doors of freedom
0
NE often hears criticism of the apathetic nature of

today's college students. While this criticism is justified to a certain extent, it is also true there are many committed
young people who want to help improve society but do not know
how to go about it To these students, I would suggest Amnesty
International (Al).
What is Al's cause? Al works specifically for the release of
prisoners of conscience-men, ~ome~ ~d children impri~~
for their beliefs, color, sex, ethnic ongm, language or religion,
provided they have neither used nor_ advocated v_i~lence:
It also works for fair and prompt trials to all political pnsoners,
and an end to torture and executions in all cases. AI does not,
however, support the political views of the prisoners on whose
behalf it works and it strives to maintain total impartiality in all
cases.
Typically a local AI chapter will receive information monthly
about three prisoners of conscience-<>ne from a communist-bloc
country, one from the West and one from the Third World.
Individuals in the local group will, if their schedules pennit, write
a brief letter to each country expressing concern about the
mistreatment of the prisoner in that country.
Figures, released on Al's Z?th anniversary in 1986, rev~ ~at
out of 30,000 prisoner adoption cases taken up by AI smce its
beginning, 25,559 have been closed. Without a doubt, AI does
produce concrete results.
.
By mobilizing public opinion this year to support the Uruversal
Declaration of Human Rights-a document adopted 40 years ago
by the United Nations to proclaim fundmental and equal ~ghts for
all peoples-AI is calling upon governments to morutor and
enforce the standards they have set for themselves.
From Article 3: Everyone has the right to life, libeny and
security of person. And yet in Iraq, 29 ~d!ffi and young ~le
are secretly executed in apparent retaliation for the political
activity of their parents or relatives.

"The Pan American" welcomes reader input from studcms, faculty and wiiversity staff members in the "Reader's Voice" letters _colWllll;
.
"Reader's Voice" exists as a forum to freely express ideas, views, gnevances and other matters readers may wish to share.

From Article 5: No one shall be subjected to torture or to
cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punislment. And yet in
Ecuador, 8-year-old Alberto Alarcon is beaten by soldiers
seeking information.

Guest Column
By MARIA PIZANA
Coordinator PAU Amnesty International
'

.

From Article 9: No one shall be subjected to arbitrary arrest,
detention or exile. And yet in Burma, 31-year-old Noor Jahan
has spent 30 years in prison as an illegal immigrant after Bunnese
officals destroyed her identification papers.
These instances of unjust imprisonment, torture and execution
are only a few of the thousands of violations of the Universal
Declaration on which Amnesty International has taken action.
No matter how dedicated a college student may be, he or she
usually spends several hours a month watching soap operas,
getting drunk or watching sporting events. ~If they would just
devote one of those hours to writing letters for AI, they may help
make a difference as to whether a prisoner of conscience is
afforded the most basic of human rights or subjected to years of
torture and inhumane imprisonment.
As college students, we represent the best and the brightest of
American society. Let's show everyone we are not here just to
earn big bucks and become tomorrow's yuppies.
Students who want to get involved in Ai: should contact Maria
Pizana at 631-3187.

Reader's Voice'---------------------softball tournament in Edinburg,
LETTER GUIDELINES:
Koch
thanks
atthemunicipalsoftballdia•The deadline for submitting Ieucn is noon the Mooday prior to
moods. Six teams representing
rt•
•
f
student business organizations
·ter'
·
pa 1c1pan s participated:
iTor
oo titl~n:1~tcr!
and~e~eJ>honc~um~n:~• ~be~:i~
Alpha Kappa Psi,
verification. Letters without ihe writer's signature will
the Financial Management
....'-lication.
~I

be 1-~and · 1 detbe
address

1

ifi

·

not be
Names may be withheld u~ R19uest.
•Leuers should be typed, double-spaced and not exceed 250 words (about a

P.lhlished.

fflfle~f:lli
nm u is, without c:orrcctions by the editor. Letter writers
must clean up their own spelling and grammatic:al errors. "The Pan
Ameristat~ts." liowevcr, reserves the rignt

to edit letters for libelous

•Letters may be submitted at the Student Publications Office, Emilia Hall
100.
V

Association, the Data Process-

·To the Edi tor:

ing Management Association,

Last Saturday, Maich 19, the
Pan American Student Chapter
of the American Society for
Personnel Administration
(ASPA) sponsored a benefit

theFimncialManagement
Association, the Accounting
ty_,the Pan American
S
_
o
.. c i
•. e

See 'Reader's Voice' page 6
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SPORTSIA.<C7fWlfllllJE§
· Broncs red-hot

!Baseball romps in tourneys
ByMARKMAY
Sports Writer

•

1be Broncs are on fire having

.
•
• .
:
:
.
:
·

won last week's Citrus Toumament and were 3-0 in this week's
Jody Ramsey Tournament going
intolastnight'sgamewithWright
State of Ohio.
Overall, the Pan Am inferno
hastakenitslasteightstraightand
sitsat21-9.
Citrus Tournament
Pan American 1S
Texas Southern 6
: Trailing 6-0, the offense ignited
• for eight runs in the fifth inning.
Alben Molina hit a two-nm single
and Chilo Rodriguez produced a
. two-run double to tie it 6-6. In the

sixth, P.dgar Cordon's bases
clearing double sparked the
Broncs to seven more runs in Friday night's win.
Pan American 3
St. Johns
2
Thanks to a 4-0 tournament
record and second place Miami of
Ohio's afternoon loss to Kansas,
the Broncs were already toumamentchampions goinginloSaturday night's match with St Johns
ofNewYork.
Unable to generate anY.'h!ng
until the sixth, Pan Am trailed lo when Cordon drew a walk.
After moving to second on a
passed ball, Molina stepped up
and slugged a double to left center
scoring Cordon.

HOME
Mar. 2S lntramurals offers softball seminar-Santiago
Villanueva, Director of Housing and Recreation, will conduct a
seminar on the finer points of softball tomorrow at 12:30 p.m. in
UC 102.
The seminar is being held in conjunction \Iii.th a tournament that
will begin at the HPE-11 field Mar. 29 at 3:30 p.m.
Apr. 1-2 Broncs get needed break-Pan Am's baseball
team returns to action as they host Dallas Baptist University in a
pair of doubleheaders beginning at 7 p.m. each night:
The Broncs will have one week to rest before the games against
Dallas Baptist, and the rest will be much needed after having
hosted three tournaments in as many weeks.
The games against Dallas Baptist, as well as the one against
Southwest Texas State on Apr. 5, will offer the Broncs their last
opportunity to sharpen their game before they enter the American
South Conference schedule in earnest Apr. 9 against Lamar.
Apr. 4 Basketball returns to Pan Am-5-on-S intramural
basketball marks the return of that sport to campus.
The
competition will begin April 4, and the registration deadline is
Mar. 31. There is a $5 charge for each team entering the event
The 5-on-5 tournament will be the second basketball competition offered by the Office of Housing and Recreation this year. In
the first meet, The Intangibles won_tbe 3-on-3 ~ketball competition, defeating the The Untouchables in the championship
match.
In other recent intramural action, Billy Qualls made an impressive showing in the intramural badminton meet, winning the
singles title and sharing the doubles title with teammate Albert
Molina.
A team registered under the name of Debbie Salinas won the
intramural volleyball tournament, defeating Marvelous Medico
in the final game.
AWAY
Mar. 26 Tracksters compete in College Station and
Austin-An undermanned Pan Am track team will compete in
the College Station Invitational this Saturday in College Station.
Like the Texas Southern Relays in Houston last week, no team
standings will be kept.
Pan Am then travels to Austin to compete in the Texas Relays
April 1-2.
The Broncs, who have been faring well in the past few weeks
despite being undermanned, hope to build momentum into the
American South Conference meet Apr. 29-30.

Triple T Restaurant

J\Heu ~fornl
h~ liett~, ,ttc.

Home Cooled Foods I Homemade Pie
Mon. - Fri. 6 am -

8 pm

Saturday 8 am - 2 pm

Send the Birthday Party
Bouquet from FJD®

Orders
To Go

1320 N. CLOSNEI
EOINIIU~G, TEXAS

81-1788

(S12) 383-8611

llllb!mlEl

524 W. Unlveralty
1w0 Blocks East Of campu■

Rodriguez's sacrifice fly
moved Molina to third. When
Herb Elhardt reached first on an
enor, Molina scored the goabead run.
1beRedmen came back to tie in
the seventh with a solo homer
and send it to extra innings.
In the bottom of the eighth,
Elhardt came through with a
bases loaded single to win it.

J. Ramsey Tournament
Pan American S
Dartmouth
2
Monday was not agood day for
theBigGreenastheylosttoSouth
Dakota State 5-3 and then were
knocked dizzy by the Broncs in
the night game.
Danny Kennedy was rocked by
several hits but held on to complete the game and raise his record to4-2, and theBroncs to 19-9.
Pan American 7
Wright State 6
In the second game for the Pan
Am on Monday, the Broncs were
able to catch fire again in time to
produce a come-from-behind
thriller.

1be Raiders took advantage of
freshman pitcher Loy Gillis and ....,~t"f~"'."t<·

gabbeda6-5leadinthetopofthe

:i;'1!ma~~~~~:~
:':-{J?""~-~
and Brian Smock followed with :~•-.,.., · ·

singles to tie it at 6.
With Messer at third, Mario
Valdez, whoearlierhadhomered,
laiddownaperfectbuntdownthe
first base line. The first
baseman's desperate throw went
into the backstop and Messer
trampledovertheRaidercatcher
to wm it for the Broncs in dram:~~onsparkedashoving match between he and the
catcher. Several scuffles broke
out before peace was restored.
Pan American 1
Dartmouth
O
Dave Kandra pitched a one-hit
gem to give the Broncs their
ei~th straight win. Kandra now
joms Mike Eckert as the only
Broncs with five victories. Kandra is 5-1 while Ecken is 5-2.
The only run came in the sixth
inning when after Rodriguez had
singled and moved to second on

See Porter's Jewelry for
gifts selections for all
occasions.
elry
Wallets • ID Bracelets
Repair. Bab Jewelry• Tiaras

En
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ByMARKMAY

who have competed in it.
Forthe women. Shanna Hale set
a personal best in running the
1500 meters in four minutes, 53
seconds, a personal best
Diana Garcia. 2: 17.8, and Lucy
~
Ramirez, 2:17.9, each improved
Freshman Javier Gallardo of their peJ'!Onal best times in the
Donna broke his own school rec- 800,ine,ers.
ord with a discus~ of 128 feet.
~•m hoping we'll have more
S inches, prompting Coach-Reid people ready for the conference,"
Harter to praise Gallardo for the Harter said. "We were a little
extraordinary progress he'smade undermanned."
this semester, his first on the
The American South Conferteam.
ence meet will be run in
Francis Nabity and Tom King Jonesboro, Ark. on Apr. 29-30.
ran wen enough1trtmisfitlurd and
Pan Am will have their hands
fourth, respec®'et}'; in the
full again this Saturday at the
10,000-meter run.
This meet is one of the most College Station Invitational
prestigious in the country and hosted by Texas A&M. Like the
iocludes the name of Olympian Texas Southern. team standings
Carl Lewis in the list of athletes will not be kept
Sports Writer
Despite heavy odds. severaJ
Brooc tracksters perfonned well
at the highly competitive Texas
Southern Relays in Houston last

• :<>,'\
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The Broncs tennis teams
achieved moderate success at the
UTSA Invitational tennis tournament last weekend.

The number two seeds played
out in like fashion and so on
through six.
In addition, there are three
doubles teams which play the.
same fonnat.

Anthony Hampton won the'The better you do in doubles,
sixth-seed men's singles division
the
more success you 're going to
and the team of Hampton and
have,"
said Coach David Cross.
Abraham Padron won thesecondseed men's doubles competition.
The teams of Tony Fink and
Brad Melville and Frank Vos and
Team standings were not kept.
Jeskie Castenada lost their openEach team's coach seeded his ing doubles matches but bounced
players one through six, with one back to win their final two
being the best player. All of the m~tches and finished fifth.
number one seeds played each
Add in Rampton and Padron's
otherand the winners advanced to
determine places one through three victories and the men tofour. The losers continued taled seven wins in nine doubles
against one another to finalize matches.
positions five to eight. Each
"The highlight (of the meet)
player had three matches.
was Hampton winning both

Fox and the Hounds (G)
Fri. • 4:30, 7:00, 9:00
Sat.. Sun. • 2:45, 4:30, 7:00, 9:00
Mon.;r'hurs. • 7:00, 9:00

Shoot to KIii (R)
Fri. • 5:30, 7:30, 9 :30
Sat., Sun. • 1:30, 3 :30, 5:30,
7:30, 9:30
M ;r'h . • :
7:30 9:30
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All-American-Michigan's Jim Abbott, last years winner of the
~

Sullivan award for best amateur athlete in America, delivers a
pitch in the first inning of the Wolverines game against St.
John's. Pan American won the Citrus Tournament. (Photo by
J
tt Wh·t
I )
eane e
e

mouth.
The Broncs will then close the
tournament against Dartmouth
Saturday night at 7 p.m.
Pan Am will not play South
Dakota State in this tournament
because of a conference rule
which forbids members to play
more than 20 percent of their
games with non-Division I opponents. South Dakota State is in
Divisionll.

Erhardt's sacrifice· bunt.
Smock's single to right chased
home Rodriguez for the games
only run.
Last night, the Broncs had a
rematch with Wright State. Tonight, they play the Raiders again
at 7 p.m. Tomonow , the Broncs
play a double header, beginning
with a 4 p.m. game against the
Raiders and closing under the
lights at 7 p.m. against Dart-

Among the 18 men's and 17
women's schools competing are
bodacious teams like Houston,
Baylor, Oklahoma and Texas.
'Toe women's team (at UT) is
the top team in the nation," Harter
said. "They just won the indoor
national championships (March
12)."
Harter added the UT men's
team was second in the nation last
year.

Cantu fought her way to the
fourth-seed singles final before
bowing to a Lamar player and
finished second, higher than any
Lady Bronc.

Their trio ofdoubles teams won
five of nine matches with Rosa
Cantu and Babara Barrera finishing second. They lost the thirdseed title to conference rival
Lamar in two of three sets.
"Rosa Cantu has had a brilliant
spring,"Crosssaid. "She'ssomeone who really struggled last
year. She's doing fantastic."

singles and doubles," Cross said.
"He came back from a severely
sprained ankle in the fall. He's an
extremely aggressive player.
Probably the best net player
we've had here in years," Cross
added.
The women did not do too shabbily, either.
Theirtrio ofdoubles teams won
five of nine matches with Rosa
Cantu and Babara Barrera finishing second. They lost the thirds~ title to conference rival
Lamar in two of three sets.
"Rosa Cantu has had a brilliant
spring," Cross said. "She's someone who really struggled last
year. She's doing fantastic."
Cantu fought her way to the
fourth-seed singles final before

:Et PATO

15% Discount for PAU
students and faculty with ID card

Four times the Lady Broncs
were beaten out by Lamar.
Knowing that he must face them
at the conference tournament,
Coach Cross was concerned.
"Lamar is a very strong team.
We will be fighting with them for
second and third (place). I feel ,
SouthwesternLouisanareally has
a foothold on the conference
championship," Cross said.
The ASC meet is April 29-30in
Jonesboro, Ark. Unlike the
women's team, the men will not
go because men's tennis is not a
championship sport in the American South Conference.

Four times the Lady Broncs
were beaten out by Lamar.
Knowing that he must face them
at the conference tournament,
Coach Cross was concerned.
"Lamar is a very strong team.
We will be fighting with them for
second and third (place). I feel
SouthwesternLouisana really has
a foothold on the conference
championship," Cross said.
The ASC meet is April 28-30 in
Jonesboro, Ark. Unlike the
women's team, the men will not
go because men's tennis is not a
championshipsportintheAmerican South Conference.

Mexican Food to Go
STUDENT SPECIAL
1 PATo OR 1 CIIAlupA, SpANislt RicE,
RANCIIERO BEANS. Sl. J f
MARCH SPECIAL
2 PATos of TltE SAME
SpANi5" RicE, RANCltERO BEANS
& 12 oz. Cob

";,.,,d,

Edinburg, Texas

2002 W. University

bowing to a Lamar player and
finished second, higher than any
Lady Bronc.

Ualley Wide

383-9133
walk-ins welcome

Confidential Services By Caring Professionals
When You Need 1b Make Personal Decisions
...-2220 Haine Drive, Suite 35

.
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Netters have hard times at UTSA

ABORTION • PREGNANCY TESTS &. COUNSELING • REFERRALS
BAAOAIN DAILY!
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FOR ONLY $2.29
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Tracksters fare well in meet

HAIRMASTERS
Have A Happy Easter

;,.

i•'4 :.:,,,,_, ,• ·

(512J 428-6242

Free Pregnancy Test
24 Hour Answering Service

PATOS

. . . providing Choices in Reproductive Health Care Since 1973

Licensed By The Texas Department of Health

Se Habla Espanol

-

kiNd,

Sl.49

Now opEN ON NoRTlt lOTk foR
FASTER SERvicE cAll
SPECIALIZING IN HAND-MADE
FLOUR TORTILLAS ON THE

PREMISES.

Reproductive Services

SAME

TRY 'EM • • . • • YOU'LL LOVE 'EM

Harlingen, Texas 78550

Abortion Agency
The Morning After Treatment

BREAKFAST SPECIAL
ChoosE 2 EGG PATOS of TIIE
REfRiEd BEANS, Till 11 A,M.

!I

All food coolud faESh
dAily. NorhiNG faomd
OPEN DAILY

7

A,M, -

8

p,M,

SUNDAY ' A,M. -

J p ,M.

682-1 j 7 6
FOR FASTER SERVICE
CALL J8J-072f
IN EDINBURC
Acaoss faoM PAN A~
0111

UNiv,asiTy DaivE

Also iN McAllu, MissioN,
BaowNSvill,, Wo laco, iii
HaaliNGEN
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Reader Is Voice--Hernand ez
Continued from page 4
Q p paIled
Marketmg Association (PAMA)
and ASPA (the hoSlS).
The all day tournament was a
huge success, not as much for
the funds raised, but for the
good sport and fellowship
enjoyed by the over 100 panicipants and spectators that were
present
Thanks go out to all who
participated and had a hand in
making it such a successful Pan
Am social-athletic event Special congratulations go out to
the tournament winners and
rur:rthers~p res~tfullsy: PAMA
an e ccounting ociety.
J·am Koch

Tothe Editor:
I am absolutely appalled at the
article written in the last issue of
'The Pan American." In a letter
to the editor, Mr. DuPree wrote
about how disgusted he was
withthepeopleofHidalgo
County for having replaced a
judge who is ready for retirement!
I am a person, whom along
with many others, is open
minded and is ready for a
change. Along with the people
of Hidalgo County, r voted for a
man who is competent, young,
.
d
;~~gi~•c ~ 2,ager_to fill the
1strtct ourtJudgeship.
Fernando Manc,·as 1·s an

experienced attorney and has

l:"1.::~~::::!::~'lnW:

the people of Hidalgo County
for many years. Having been
practicing law for so many
years, he has acquired the legal
knowledge needed to fill the
93rd District Court seat

FreemansaidhehopedtheFaculty Senate would take action on
the tenure proposal at its next
meeting.
In other business, Athletic Di~
rectorSamOdstrciladdressedthe

fi}~iill°fi~~,g'.

Odstrcil said a group of local
businessmen proposed the idea of
auniversityfootballteamandhas
raised $125,000 for the program.
The group hopes to provide the
sameamountofmoneyeachyear,
underwriting it for the first three

along with other people will see

:~~'!fn ~.:~=:t}dge :i~~=.;i!i"'!ce

Hidalgo County to the best of
his ability. In time, Mr. DuPree

guys don't finish last.
LydiaHemandez

2 b·1cyc Ies stOIen

Fernando Mancias is an active
member of his community and
hasalwaysbeeninvolvedwith
the people• s issues. I voted for
a man who will rule fairly,
impartially and wi thout delay.
As it is, there are too many
backlogs in the 93rd DiSt rict
Court. Hidalgo County needs a
judge who is involved with his
commfiillthunity • ntotlJt.ust sou~ebodtiYa
e sea · was me or
to
change and on Tuesday, March
8, I and the people of Hidalgo
County voted for the best man
for theJ·ob. Not only did the

Two bicycles were stolen from bike racks on campus after noon
March 15.
Between 3:30 and 8:45 p.m. a black-and-white 12-speed Huffy,
estimated value $125, was stolen from the University Center
bicycle rack. A heavy-duty chain was cut off with what
apppeared to be bolt cutters.
fro the b" 1
k
th
A cherry red 10-speed was taken m
icyc e rac on e
north side of the LRC between 8:30 and 9:45 p.m. The padlock
was cut off with bolt cutters. The estimated value of the bicycle
is also $125.

years to see if the program can
sustain itself.
"This university has not
adopted or endorsed the football
program," Odstrcil said. 'The
university at this point has noth-

Pan American" in a story on the Texas Rehabilitation Commis-

TeDUre----- continued from page 1-----------will meet at the request of a tenure
track faculty member, who has
received one or more negative
recommendations. The last recommendation that will go to the
President in cases where there are
conflicting recommendations for
and against tenure will be a faculty recommendation.
Dean of the School ofBusiness,
F.J. Brewerton, who was a member of the tenure committee
added, 'This is a vastly superior
tenure policy than we've ever had
in place before. We can indeed
produce a good product when we
sit down to it"

nice guy win but the people of

~r:b::::.:::

proved, the university would enter a non-scholarship conference
andwouldonlybudgetmoneyfor
the coaches' salaries, Odstrcil
said, "I don't want to add anything that would take away from
current groups."

A copyediting error was made in the Feb. 11 edition of 'The

:.::::::::.:::

~~~-~

variety of disabilities. The commission does not only work with
clients who use wheelchairs or wear braces-many have hidden
disabilities such as diabetes, emotional problems, arthritis, respiratory disorders and hearing or speech problems."
''The Pan American" regrets any inconvenience or misunderstandings that may have resulted from this enor.

''No matter how
bad they are,
Grandma loves
tohearthe
latest jokes.,,

writers

Continued from page

3

RobertsOn, the executive ~i~toroftheHidalgoCountyH1stoncal. Museum, is th~ a~thor of
"Wtld Horse Desert.' a hi~ory of
the valley. He has also wntten an
award-winning and sold screenplays to Hollywood.
A former journalism ~rofessor
at Pan Am, Underwood ts one of
the founding members of the
Writers Guild, and the former
editor of "International ~earbook," a publication for wtnter
visitors.
Seale is a poet, short story
writer, playwright ~d the pu~: .
lisher of ''The Knowm~ Press,
which publishes educanonal materials for children.
.
Ramirez is the publisher of
"New Santander Press," an Edk bli he whichhas
m·burg boo pu s r
.', •
recently published With All
Arms,'' a gene~ogical srudy of
the Daulane family.
McCoy, the author of ''Texas
Cattlemen," is a frequef!l contributorof reviews and articles to
"TheMonitor."
Veach is f6rmereditor of'The
Sand Dollar."
ffl!!.!:p.!!!!!;::-ffl~ffl~m"-ffl
_:'tfflJ!:'llffl.:1=;
·:r"~=:,=;
t1~
,

WANTED: Undergraduate
srudentsasRA's. Areyouinterested in being a leader on campus? Do you have interpersonal
skills? Do you like meeting
people and organizing activities? If you answer yes to th7se
questions, contact the Housmg
& Recreation Office, UC 102,
381-3439. Compensation is a
free private room in Residence
Hall.
DEAR LISA: If you REALLY love me, you'd do it
After all, everybody's doing it!
Love, Leo. PLANNED PARENTHOD, 686-0585.
DEAR LEO: If YOU really
loved ME, you'd wait 'til I'm
ready. After all, I'm not everybody. I'm SPECIAL! Affectionately, Lisa.
PLANNED
PARENTHOOD, 383-5082.
TYPING-Language help.
All papers, resumes. Retired
English teacher. 383-2066.
TYPING SERVICE: Research papers, reports, etc.
Proofreading & Editing. English/Spanish. Call 585-2838.
DEAR LEO: Because we're
BO'Ill special, we don't want to
do anything to mess up our lives.
Do you NEED to be a father right
now?
Yours truly, Lisa.
PLANNED PARENTHOOD
686-6671.
DEAR LISA: l'mspecial,too.
Don't my needs count for anything?
Anxiously, Leo.
PLANNED PARENTHOOD
585-4575.

1982 Toyota Corolla/4door,
AC tinted windows, new tires
anct'exhaust system. $4,000-will
negotiate. 380-654_0.

You mi&5 her sparkling
sense of humor. She misses
you and your jokes. Even the
bad ones. That's one good
reason to call long distance.
AT&T Long Distance Service
is another good reason. Because it costs le&5 than you
think to hear your grandmother start to giggle before you even get to the
punch line.
So whenever you mi&5
her laughter, bring a smile
to her face with AT&T Reach
out and touch someone~
If vou 'd like to know more
about AT&T products and
services, like the AT&T Card,
call us at 1 800 222-0300.

j.KimCo

AT&T

The right choice.

DEAR LEO: I'm thinking
about it Meet me at Planned
Parenthood tomorrow to pick up
some information. Regards,
Lisa. PLANNED PARENTHOOD 383-5082.
DEAR LISA: YouMUSTbe
kidding! I wouldn't be caught
dead at Planned Parenthod!
Sincerely, Leo. PLANNED
PARENTHOOD968-5039.

GUADALAJARA
SUMMER

SCHOOL

University of Arizona
offers more than 40
courses: anthropology, art, bilingual education, folk music and
folk dance, history,
phonetics, political science, Spanish language and literature and
intensive Spanish. Sixweek session. July 4August 12, 1988. Fully
accredited program.
Tuition $510. Room
and board in Mexican
home $540.
EEO/AA

Write
Guadalajara
Summer School
Education Bldg., Room 225
~lverslty of Arizona
Tucson. AZ 85721
(602) 621-4729 or
621-4720

